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Abstract 

Over 1,000 entries are listed on www.clinicaltrials.gov under the terms “mesenchymal stromal 

cells” or former “mesenchymal stem cells” (MSCs). The proposed effects range from tissue 

replacement to vehicles for tumor therapy. However, most investigators make use of the close 

interaction of MSCs and immune cells. MSCs are part of the hematopoietic stem cell niche in the 

bone marrow (BM). Additionally, MSC shape an inflammatory microenvironment to resolve an 

immune reaction in various organs. The MSC niche is located in the perivascular space, which 

enables the isolation from virtually all vascularized tissues, but the preferred origins are BM, 

adipose tissue (AT) and umbilical cord (UC). Usually, the cells are singularized and seeded on 

plastic surfaces for expansion, but the most abundant method for UC-MSC is the cultivation of 

whole pieces. The human UC contains three blood vessels and consequently the perivascular 

MSC niche, which enables the continuous outgrowth of MSC explant monolayers (MSC-EM) for 

months. Despite the possibility to harvest MSC from UC several times, clinical investigators use 

only the first induced MSC-EM and expand the cultures in monolayers, because the 

development among different induction time points is poorly described and might add to the 

variability arising from different sources, different surface characterization and different culture 

protocols, which led to inconsistent results in clinical trials. Studies showed heterogeneity among 

cells derived from one initiating clone. Thus, it is crucial to understand how heterogeneity and 

the functional repertoire changes within a culture to reduce the variable outcome within a study. 

In consecutive steps, it might be possible to reproduce results among different studies for the 

same treatment indication. Finally, it might be achieved to reproduce the same effect among 

different tissue sources or even different diseases.  

We chose UC as a model, because it is an easily accessible source, provides the possibility to 

harvest a large number of cells by periodical induction for months and subsequent expansion, 

and finally a potentially accessible stem cell niche for genetic modification. In our previous work, 

we transduced whole UC pieces (UCPs) with lentiviral vectors coding for different fluorescent 

proteins and harboring a genetic barcode region. Despite the superficial transduction of UCPs, 

marked MSC-EM grew out and we showed a complex clonal dynamics rather than a simple 

overgrowth of clones. In the current work, we characterized the changes among different 

induction time points and during expansion to facilitate the usage of MSC-EM beyond the first 

induction, in contrast to the current clinical procedure. To overcome the preferential transduction 

of the UC surface in our initial study, we aimed for the cells in the perivascular space and 

removed the blood vessel, as a potential physical barrier for the exchange between tissue and 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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medium. The new preparation method remarkably increased the transduction efficiency of UCPs 

and decreased the time between induction cycles. The comparison of the barcode composition 

of all MSC-EMs and the corresponding UCP after 120 days, showed the highest variability in the 

first induction cycles, but the respective initiating clones were not detected in the UCPs at the 

end of the analysis. In contrast, clones left after the initial loss of clonality repeatedly participated 

in the culture initiation and were still present in the UC after 120 days. This result suggested 

short-lived progeny, which only once participate in the induction of an MSC culture, and long-

lived progenitors, which periodically induce MSC culture. To evaluate, whether this result has 

implications on the functional repertoire, we analyzed the transcriptome of the first (early) and 

two months post UC preparation induced (late) MSC-EMs. As only minor differences were 

observed, we compared the immune inhibitory capability of both induction time points. 

Therefore, MSCs were treated with interferone gamma (IFN-γ) and tumor necrosis factor alpha  

(TNF-α) to mimic an inflammatory environment. In contrast to the small changes between 

induction time points, activation led to a strong, but similar deregulation of genes independent of 

the induction time point. A detailed analysis of the secretome by multiplexed ELISA revealed 

similar cytokine secretion upon activation with high concentrations of IFN-γ and TNF-α. 

Nevertheless, if lower concentrations of IFN-γ and TNF-α were employed, then late induced 

MSC cultures released higher quantities of cytokines than the early counterparts. These 

observations were biologically relevant as shown by the improved capacity of late induced MSC 

supernatant to inhibit the activation of T-cells in an in vitro mixed lymphocyte reaction and in vivo 

killing assay.  

Since the induction time point does not negatively influence the interaction of MSCs with 

immune cells, we proceeded and analyzed the consequences of medium supplementation on 

the functional characteristics of MSCs upon expansion in monolayer culture. The culture 

initiating clones were marked in the UC as described before and the resulting MSC-EM were 

distributed among our standard medium MSC10 (aMEM + 10% human serum + 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin) or additionally supplemented with 10 ng/mL  epidermal growth factor 

(EGF), fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) or transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β), which are 

frequently used in MSC expansion media. We observed a more similar clonal composition 

among medium triplicates than among medium formulations. Since the clonal marking was 

introduced in the MSC niche, this result implicated a common progenitor-dependent selection of 

clones by the cytokine supplementation. To test the influence of the different media on MSC 

released factors, we analyzed the secretome by a multiplexed enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) and observed a slight decrease of cytokine secretion of EGF or FGF2 
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supplemented media compared to MSC in MSC10. In contrast to the cytokine-rich supernatant 

of the other MSC cultures, MSC cultivated in the presence of TGF-β did not produce the 

analyzed factors. We tested both extremes, the cytokine-rich supernatant of MSC10-cultivated 

MSC to the cytokine poor of TGF-β selected MSC, for the influence on other cells. We observed 

a diminished chimerism upon cultivation and transplantation of human hematopoietic stem and 

progenitor cells (HSPC) in the cytokine-rich CM compared to CM from TGF-β cultivated MSC.  

In conclusion, we increased the transduction efficiency of whole UCPs and showed the easily 

accessible stem cell niche in the UC for genetic modifications. We used the new method to 

describe the clonal development among different induction time points and during the expansion 

phase in monolayer. Against the general assumption, MSC do not lose their immune inhibitory 

capacity upon prolonged UC cultivation and suggested the application of MSC-EM beyond the 

first induction. In contrast to the induction time points, the supplementation of the media had a 

remarkable influence on the growth, secretome and interaction of MSC with other cells. Our 

results show the cultivation and transduction of UC as a valuable model to understand the basic 

biology of MSC starting at the stem cell niche and could have mid-term consequences on clinical 

trials, if later induced cultures would be applied to patients. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Über 1.000 Einträge werden unter  den Suchbegriffen „mesenchymal stromal cells“ oder früher 

„mesenchymal stem cells“ auf www.clinicaltrials.gov gelistet. Deren Einsatzspektrum reicht von 

Gewebewiederherstellung durch Differenzierung zu den verschiedensten Zelltypen bis zu 

Vehikeln für die Tumortherapie. Allerdings beruhen die meisten klinischen Interventionen auf der 

Interaktion von MSCs mit Immunzellen. MSCs bilden zusammen mit anderen Zellen die 

hämatopoetische Stammzellnische. Außerdem nehmen MSCs bei einer Entzündungsreaktion 

einen regulatorischen Einfluss auf die Zellen des Immunsystems.  Dies ist zu weiten Teilen 

möglich, weil sich die Stammzellnische der MSCs im perivaskulärem Raum befindet. Außerdem 

bedeutet es, dass MSCs aus fast jedem vaskularisiertem Gewebe isoliert werden können. Die 

häufigsten Quellen stellen das Knochenmark, Fettgewebe und die Nabelschnur dar. 

Normalerweise werden die Zellen aus den Geweben isoliert und vereinzelt, um MSCs in 

Kulturgefäßen zu expandieren. Bei der Nabelschnur können jedoch ganze Gewebestücke 

kultiviert und aus ihnen MSCs gewonnen werden. Die menschliche Nabelschnur enthält drei 

Blutgefäße und somit die MSC-Stammzellnische, die dazu führt, dass MSC-Kulturen über 

mehrere Monate kontinuierlich aus dem Gewebe herauswachsen. Trotz der Möglichkeit 

mehrfach MSC-Kulturen von einer Nabelschnur zu ernten, wird routinemäßig nur die erste 

initiierte Kultur expandiert und in Patienten appliziert. Dies liegt hauptsächlich daran, dass die 

Entwicklung der MSC Charakteristika über die Zeit ungenügend beschrieben sind und 

möglicherweise zur klinisch beobachten Variabilität des Therapieerfolg aufgrund von 

verschiedene Zellquellen, Zellphänotypen und verschiedenen Kulturprotokollen beiträgt.  

Deshalb ist es entscheidend, dass das die Entwicklung von Heterogenität und die funktionalen 

Konsequenzen innerhalb einer Kultur verstanden werden, um die Reproduzierbarkeit innerhalb 

einer Studie zu erhöhen. Eventuell  ist es dann möglich, gleichbleibende Qualität und 

Vorhersagbarkeit der Wirksamkeit zwischen verschiedenen Studien für die gleiche 

Behandlungsindikation, unterschiedliche Zellquellen oder sogar verschiedene Erkrankungen zu 

erreichen.  

Aufgrund der guten Verfügbarkeit, der Möglichkeit sehr hohe Zellzahlen durch periodische 

Induktion mit anschließender Expansion zu ernten und der potentiell für genetische Modifikation 

zugänglichen Stammzellnische, haben wir die Nabelschnur als MSC-Quelle ausgewählt. In 

unseren initialen Arbeit konnten wir Nabelschnurstückchen mit lentiviralen Vektoren 

transduzieren, die für verschiedene Fluoreszenzproteine kodieren und einen genetischen 

Barcode enthalten. Trotz der hauptsächlich oberflächlichen Transduktion wuchsen markierte 

MSC-Kulturen aus den Gewbenstücken und zeigten eine komplexe Wachstumsdynamik, welche 

file://///mhhabtal5.mh-hannover.local/exphae/xchange/Anton/Doktorarbeit/Formality/Doktorarbeit/Formulare%202018/www.clinicaltrials.gov%20
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nicht nur simples Überwachsen von Klonen erklärt werden konnte. In der aktuellen Arbeit war 

das Ziel, die MSC-Kulturen aus Nabelschnurgewebe besser zu charakterisieren und deren 

Eigenschaften durch veränderte Kulturbedingungen gezielt zu beeinflussen. Dazu wurde zuerst 

die oberflächliche Transduktion der Explantgewbe adressiert, indem das Blutgefäß, als 

potentielle Barriere für den Austausch von Gewebe und Medium, entfernt wurde. Diese 

Präparationsmethode hatte eine deutliche Verbesserung der Transduktion und eine Reduktion 

der Initiationszeit zu Folge. Die Analyse der klonalen Komposition aller induzierten MSC-

Kulturen und dem dazugehörenden Explantgewebe nach 120 Tagen konnte zeigen, dass die 

ersten Kulturen die höchste klonale Diversität aufwiesen, die initiierenden Klone jedoch nicht 

mehr im Gebewestück nachweisbar waren. Im Gegensatz dazu trugen Klone, die nach der 

initialen klonalen Reduktion verblieben waren, wiederholt zu der Induktion von weiteren Kulturen 

bei und konnten in dem Stückchen auch nach 120 Tagen wiedergefunden werden. Dies legt 

nahe, dass kurzlebige Differenzierungsstufen existieren, die nur einmal an der Induktion 

teilnehmen und langlebige Vorläuferzellen, die mehrfach Kulturen initiieren können. Um 

mögliche Folgen für die Funktionalität der MSC zu evaluieren, untersuchten wir das 

Transkriptom der ersten (früh) und zwei Monate nach Nabelschnurpräparation (spät) induzierten 

Kulturen. Da wir nur geringfügige Veränderungen im Genexpressionprofil zwischen früh und 

spät induzierten Kulturen feststellen konnten, konzentrierten wir uns weiteren Arbeiten auf die 

gezielte Modifikation der Kulturbedingungen durch Zugabe von Faktoren. Dazu aktivierten wir 

die Zellen mit IFN-γ und TNF-α, um eine inflammatorische Umgebung zu imitieren. Im 

Gegensatz zu dem geringen Einfluss des Induktionszeitpunktes auf die Transkription, führte die 

Aktivierung zu einer erheblichen, aber gleichartigen Deregulation des Transkriptoms. Eine 

detaillierte Analyse des Sekretoms durch ELISA zeigte eine positive Korrelation vom 

Aktivierungssignal und der Menge produzierter Faktoren. Bei hohen IFN-γ und TNF-α 

Konzentrationen wurden gleiche Mengen an Zytokinen im Überstand gemessen, wohingegen 

geringere Aktivierungssignalen bei später induzierten Kulturen höhere Level erreichten als früh 

induzierte Kulturen. Die beobachteten Unterschiede waren biologisch relevant, da wir eine 

gesteigerte Inhibition der T-Zellantwort durch konditioniertes Medium von späten induzierten 

Kulturen in einer in vitro mixed lymphocyte reaction und einem in vivo killing assay zeigen 

konnten.  

Des Weiteren fokussierten wir uns auf die Charakterisierung von MSC während der 

Expansionsphase. Dazu wurden potentielle MSC-Vorläufer in der Nabelschnur markiert und die 

induzierte Kultur entweder in Standardmedium MSC10 (aMEM + 10% humanes Serum + 1% 

Penicillin/Streptomycin) oder zusätzlich in mit 10 ng/mL EGF, FGF2 oder TGF-β versetzen 
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Medien verteilt. Diese Zytokine werden häufig bei der Expansion von MSC eingesetzt. Die 

klonale Zusammensetzung der Mediumtriplikate war ähnlicher als zwischen den 

unterschiedlichen Mediumkonditionen. Da die virale Markierung in der MSC-Nische 

stattgefunden hat, vermuteten wir eine Selektion von MSC-Klonen von gemeinsamen 

Vorläuferzellen in Abhängigkeit von der Mediumzusammensetzung. Die Hypothese wurde 

unterstützt durch die Beobachtung, dass MSC-Kulturen mit EGF oder FGF2 supplementiert 

initial schneller wuchsen und eine höhere klonale Variabilität aufwiesen als MSC-Kulturen im 

Standardmedium. Im Gegensatz dazu bewirkte TGF-β als Additiv den gegenteiligen Effekt. Da 

sich die Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit der MSC in den unterschiedlcihen Medien in späteren 

Passagen anglichen, führten wir die initialen Wachstumsunterschiede auf frühe 

Selektionsprozesse zurück. Um die Konsequenzen auf das funktionale Repertoire von MSC zu 

untersuchen, analysierten wir deren Sekretom mit ELISA. EGF und FGF2 Zugabe verringerten 

leicht die Ausschüttung von sekretorischen/sezernierten Faktoren im Vergleich zu MSC in 

Standardmedium. Im Gegensatz dazu reduzierte die Zugabe von TGF-β erheblich die Sekretion 

der untersuchten Faktoren. Wir wählten die beiden Extreme, Zytokin-reiches Medium von MSCs 

in unserm Standardmedium und Zytokin-armes Medium von TGF-β kultivierten MSC, um den 

Effekt auf andere Zellen zu evaluieren. Wenn humane hämatopoetische Stamm- und 

Progenitorzellen in Zytokin-reichem Medium kultiviert und in Mäuse transplantiert wurden, 

stellten wir einen geringerer Chimärismus fest als bei der Verwendung von Zyokin-armen 

Mediumüberstand. 

Zusammenfassend konnten wir die Transduktionseffizienz der Nabelschnur deutlich verbessern 

und nutzten die neue Methode, um die klonale Entwicklung von MSC während der Induktion und 

in der Expansionsphase zu beschreiben. Im Gegensatz zu der vorherrschenden Annahme 

verlieren später induzierte Kulturen nicht ihre Fähigkeit, das Immunsystem zu inhibieren. Einen 

weitaus größeren Einfluss hat die Zusammensetzung des Mediums auf das Wachstum, 

Sekretom und Interaktion von MSC mit Immunzellen. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Kultur 

und Transduktion von Nabelschnurstückchen ein wertvolles Modell darstellen, um grundlegende 

biologische Prozesse der Initiierung und Expansion von MSC zu verstehen. Diese Erkenntnisse 

haben mittelbare Folge für klinische Studien, indem sie zeigen, dass auch später induzierte 

Kulturen in Patienten eingesetzt werden könnten. 
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Introduction 

MSCs are under investigation in  hundreds of clinical trials1,2. The main reasons are that MSC 

can be easily isolated from virtually all vascularized tissues3 and that MSC exhibit a broad 

spectrum of beneficial characteristics. MSC are used as vehicles for anti-tumor agents due to 

their tumor tropism4, trophic, anti-apoptotic and anti-inflammatory secretome5 and replacement 

of damaged tissue by differentiation6. Despite promising proof-of-concept results, reproducibility 

remains a challenge in the MSC-field. Some clinical trials observed a supportive effect for 

hematopoietic stem cell engraftment in a co-transplantation setting7–10  but other studies could 

not reproduce these results11,12. Similar heterogeneity was observed for most of the disease 

entities treated with MSC such as stroke13,  osteoarthritis14 and steroid-refractory graft versus 

host disease (GVHD)15. Most strikingly, this variability in treatment outcomes could be linked to 

an inherent heterogeneity of MSCs. Differences in the cellular material were observed even in 

cells derived from a single colony, not to mention diversity arising from the donor, tissue source, 

surface marker definition during isolation and disease background16–18. Thus, methods are highly 

needed to understand the clonal development of MSCs from the stem cell niche, during the 

inevitable ex vivo expansion necessary to obtain enough material to apply to patients. In 

combination with predictive functional assays, such results could help to define the optimal MSC 

source and culture conditions. Accordingly, the selection of cells with desired features or 

inductive cues like IFN-γ to enhance immune modulation would become feasible19,20. In previous 

work, we were able to mark MSC progenitors in the proposed niche of umbilical cord tissue 

pieces (UCP) with lentiviral vectors coding for a mixture of fluorescent proteins and harboring a 

genetic barcode region21. Subsequently, outgrown MSC-EMs showed complex color 

compositions in flow cytometry and diverse barcode variability in high-throughput sequencing. 

Upon passaging, clonal diversity decreased in complex growth kinetics with transiently dominant 

clones. In this thesis, we investigated the influence of different culture conditions on the clonal 

selection and the consequences for the functional repertoire of MSC.   

MSC origin and derivatives 

Friedenstein and colleagues transplanted fibroblastic colonies from BM in the renal capsule and 

observed the formation of bone and the transfer of the hematopoietic microenvironment22,23. In 

the next decades, these fibroblastic cells were called mesenchymal stem cells which showed 

additional differentiation potential to adipo- and chondrocytes24,25. Less than 0.1% of the bone 

marrow mononuclear fraction are MSCs26, but due to their ability to grow in many basal media 

only supplemented with fetal calf serum and their high expansion potential, they simply overgrow 

all other cells27. Thus, mostly plastic-adherent cells were used as mesenchymal stem cells, but 
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as the evidence for the “stemness” was often missing, the Mesenchymal and Tissue Stem Cell 

Committee of the International Society for Cellular Therapy (ISCT) suggested to call the cells 

multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells28. One year later, the ISCT defined minimal criteria for 

multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells, since many different sources, isolation methods and 

expansion procedures were used, which most probably led to contradictory observations29. The 

plastic-adherence remained as one criterion, as the most simple selection and expansion 

procedure, but was expanded to include a particular surface marker combination. The cells 

should express CD105, CD73 and CD90, but lack other markers to discriminate the cells from 

common cell “contaminations”. The exclusion panel comprised of CD45 as a pan-leukocyte 

marker, CD34 for primitive hematopoietic progenitors and endothelial cells, CD14 and CD11b 

primarily expressed on monocytes and macrophages, CD79α and CD19 for B cells and HLA-

DR, which is not expressed on naive MSCs. Finally, the cells should possess the capability of 

trilineage mesenchymal differentiation to osteoblasts, chondrocytes and adipocytes in vitro, as 

the proposed unique characteristic of multipotent MSCs. Most researchers refer to the proposed 

minimal criteria but many studies observed other characteristics and subsets within MSC 

populations.  

One reason to define the minimal criteria for MSCs was the aim to isolate MSCs from many 

different tissues. However, the intention of standardization might have contributed to divergent 

results as the minimal criteria lacked a functional component29. MSCs can be isolated from adult 

tissues like BM30 and AT31, mobilized peripheral blood32, dental pulp33, synovial membrane34, 

trabecular bone35 and many more36 (Figure 1). Additionally, an important source for MSCs is 

perinatal tissue like umbilical cord blood (UCB)37, UC38, placenta39, amniotic fluid40, fetal liver41, 

fetal lung42 and others36. Crisan and colleagues analyzed various tissues (10 adult and 18 fetal 

skeletal muscle; 5 adult and 6 fetal pancreases; 28 placentas; 15 adult white AT; 3 fetal hearts, 3 

fetal skins, 5 lungs, 1 brain, 2 eyes, 1 gut, 1 BM and 3 UC)  and found perivascular cells positive 

for CD146, NG2 and platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta (PDGFRB/CD140B) and 

negative for endothelial markers (CD144, vWF, CD34 and CD31), hematopoietic markers (CD34 

and CD45) as well as myogenic markers (CD56 and Pax7)3. Long-term cultured pericytes 

retained the surface marker combination described above but expressed typical MSC markers, 

like CD73, CD90 and CD105. More importantly, all analyzed clones exhibited the potential to 

differentiate into chondrocytes, adipocytes and osteoblasts, the unique ability of multipotent 

MSC proposed by the ISCT29. Finally, Crisan and colleagues showed the co-expression of 

CD44, CD73, CD90 and CD105 on freshly isolated pericytes and in tissue sections with 

proposed pericytic markers. The results from Crisan and colleagues suggest the possibility to 
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isolate MSCs from virtually all vascularized tissues. Several other groups confirmed the results, 

showed the surface marker overlap between MSCs and pericytes and the trilineage 

differentiation potential of pericytes43–45. Interestingly, some groups even suggested 

differentiation potential beyond germ layer borders to follicular dendritic cells46, immature 

neurons45, muscle47 or glial cells45. The hypothesis of pluripotent MSCs was not new as many 

groups proposed a variety of progeny cell types like skeletal muscle cells48, tendon cells49 and 

cardiomyocytes50 from the mesodermal lineage; skin51 and neurons52 from the ectodermal 

lineage; and hepatocytes53, renal54 and pancreatic β-cells55 from the endodermal germ layer. In 

contrast to the proposed pluripotency of MSCs or pericytes, Guimaraes-Camboa and colleagues 

analyzed the in vivo role of murine pericytes in tissue replacement and did not observe 

participation by differentiation56. First, they showed that T-box 18 (Tbx18) is exclusively 

expressed in mural cells (blood vessel lining smooth muscle cells and pericytes) during 

embryonic development and a small fraction of pacemaker cells in the heart, in contrast to 

Pdgfrb/Cd140b, which was previously used for lineage tracing of pericyte progeny. 

Pdgfrb/Cd140b is restricted in adult animals to mural cells and a subset of other stromal 

lineages, but is broadly expressed in the embryonic development of hemogenic endothelium, 

adult kidney, lungs, skeletal muscle and brain. Tbx18+ cells from various organs exhibited the 

surface maker profile Cd31-, Cd34-, Cd45-, Cd117-, Sca1-, Cd29+, Cd140b/Pdgfrb+, Cd146+ 

and Ng2+. Additionally, Tbx18+ cells possessed the trilineage differentiation potential in vitro as 

proposed for multipotent MSC. To analyze the role of Tbx18+ cells in tissue homeostasis or 

tissue replacement upon strong stimuli such as damage, Tbx18CreERT2/Wt;Rosa26tdToma/Wt  mice 

were used, which constitutively express dTomato upon tamoxifen treatment and Tbx18 

expression. No dTomato+ cells co-localized with (fibrotic tissue, cardiomyocytes, skeletal 

myocytes, astrocytes, macrophages, microglia and neurons) or without stimuli (neuronal, glial, 

cardiomyocyte or fat markers). Interestingly, mice on a high-fat diet showed no co-localization of 

adipocytes with Tbx18- but did co-localize with Pdgfrb/Cd140b-traced cells. Unfortunately, the 

Pdgfrb control was missing in the tissue damage experiment. PDGFRB/CD140B was one of the 

markers in the antibody screening used by Amati and colleagues that tested 246 markers on 

human BM- and UCB-MSCs, but they focused on CD143 57. CD143 was exclusively expressed 

on BM-MSC and not on UCB-MSC. Additional analysis showed expression of CD143 on AT-

MSC but not on UC-MSC, demonstrating restriction of CD143 expression to adult sources. 

CD143 is a well-known marker for hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), but little is known about the 

function in MSCs58. Wegmeyer and colleagues analyzed the expression of CD143 on UC-MSCs 

and amnion (AM)-MSCs among several other surface molecules and confirmed the absence of 

the marker in fetal tissue59. CD271 is another interesting marker analyzed by Wegmeyer and 
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colleagues that was suggested to discriminate between adult and perinatal MSCs. Many groups 

were able to isolate MSC from BM60–65 and AT61,65 utilizing CD271, but most failed for perinatal 

tissues such as UC64,65, UCB62–65 and AM65. The studies showed the importance of CD34+ and 

CD45+ depletion from the fraction of CD271+ cells as they are co-expressed on endothelial and 

some hematopoietic cells63,66. CD271 is a marker of stemness and motility in many cancers67–69 

and first results suggest a similar role for MSC61,70. CD271 seems to be a promising isolation 

marker for adult tissue-derived MSCs, but remains very controversial for perinatal tissues. 

Tissue-independent and often used surface molecules to verify the MSC nature are 

CD10+57,71,72, CD13+71–74, CD29+57,72–74, CD44+57,72–76, CD73+57,72–74,76, CD90+57,72,74–76, 

CD105+57,72–76, CD106+73,75,76, CD140B+57,73,77, CD146+73,75–77, CD166+73,75,76, HLA-ABC+73,74, 

STRO1+71,75, CD14-57,72,74,76, CD31-72,77, CD34-57,72,74,76,77 and CD45-57,72,74,76,77. STRO1 was 

proposed to be one of the most specific MSC markers, but several studies showed the 

expression on endothelial and nucleated erythroid precursor cells71,78–80. Sacchetti and 

colleagues showed that all fibroblast colony-forming units (CFU-F), a measurement for the 

number of culture-initiating cells, were in the STRO1-, CD146+, CD49a+, CD105+, CD63+, 

CD90+, CD140b+, ALP+, CD34-, CD133-, CD117- and CD45- fraction of the bone marrow77. 

Strikingly, these cells formed ectopic bone and bone marrow closing the circle to Friedenstein´s 

observation in 196822. Isolated CD146+ cells from ectopic tissue again gave rise to CFU-F 

(secondary CFU-F) often interpreted as stem cell inherent characteristics. Since CD146 is also 

expressed on other cell types, for example T-cells81, it is necessary to deplete CD45+ cells to 

obtain the ectopic bone marrow initiating cells and CFU-F. These cells are described as mural 

cells and express CD140B, which was already described as a marker for pericytes3,56. In 

contrast, Tormin and colleagues showed CFU-F, secondary CFU-F, ectopic bone and bone 

marrow formation in the CD271+ fraction of BM independent of CD146 expression82. 

Interestingly, CD146+CD271+ cells in vivo were located in the perivascular space, whereas 

CD271+CD146- cells were found in proximity to the surface of trabecular bone. Additionally, 

CD146+CD271- cells expressed higher levels of alpha smooth muscle actin (αSMA) than 

CD146+CD271+ cells, a marker combination to distinguish perivascular (αSMA-) from smooth 

muscle (αSMA+) in the mural cell fraction. Both cell types exhibited MSC characteristics3,56. The 

final experiment showed CD146+ expression increased in normoxic and decreased in hypoxic 

conditions in vitro potentially explaining the localization of CD146+ cells in the perivascular 

space with higher oxygen concentrations than the proximity of the trabecular bone.  
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Thus, the definition of “MSC” by a surface marker combination remains controversial. Markers 

often depend on the tissue source (CD271, CD143) or culture conditions (CD146). Results 

among working groups are often opposing, showing the lack of unity of the MSC field. 
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MSC administration and migration 

A workgroup from the ISCT annual meeting 2015 published a perspective paper on immune 

functional assays for MSC as a potency release criterion for advanced phase clinical trials83. The 

paper was a reaction to an increasing number of publications reporting the beneficial effects of 

MSC injections for the treatment of a variety of diseases in both preclinical models and clinical 

trials. However, MSCs were rarely found in the tissues several weeks after administration84–89. 

These results suggested a mode of action other than the differentiation of MSCs into new tissue. 

Either a direct contact between transplanted MSCs and recipient cells or a paracrine effect of 

soluble effectors or extracellular vesicles seemed to be responsible for the observed beneficial 

clinical effects. 

Systemic injection of MSCs is the most commonly used method and enables access to all 

organs90,91, which is especially interesting for multi-organ related diseases. Figure 2 depicts the 

major steps of how MSCs localize to their destination in the body and is described in detail 

below. In addition to intravenous (I.V.) injection, intraarterial (I.A.)90,92, intramuscular (I.M.)92, 

intraperitoneal (I.P.)90 and intratumoral (I.T.)91 applications were described as alternatives, 

depending on the disease entity to be treated. The main obstacle for I.V. injection is the 

entrapment of cells preferentially in small capillaries of the lung90,92. Most of the other methods 

are used to circumvent this problem, but often face other disadvantages. For example, I.A. 

injection is a systemic application and strongly reduces the entrapment in the lung while 

enabling the migration to the brain. However, it thereby drastically increases the chance for 

treatment-associated brain damage93,94. The injection into organs is more localized, which can 

be an advantage for certain applications. At the same time, it is more invasive and especially 

difficult in diseases affecting several organs. Other interesting approaches include the 

administration of vasodilators like sodium nitroprusside, which increases the diameter of vessels 

to prevent entrapment90. Furthermore, anticoagulants like heparin inhibit the clumping of cells 

and as a consequence decrease the accumulation of MSCs in the lung95,96. Except passive 

accumulation of MSCs in the lung, in a non-inflammatory state, MSC biodistribution seems to be 

stochastic97. In contrast, inflammation signals from damaged tissue or tumors can attract MSCs 

Figure 1 MSC origin and progeny. MSCs can be isolated from virtually all vascularized tissues due to 
their pericytic origin (cells lining blood vessels marked in light green). They can differentiate in cell types of 
the mesoderm, even though, some studies suggest differentiation capabilities beyond germ layer 
boundaries. Minimal surface marker criteria for the identification of MSCs are listed on the right. The panel 
distinguishes them from blood cells, smooth muscle or endothelial cells. The expression of a marker is 
indicated as bars in bright green, whereas their absence is indicated in red. If a marker was not explicitly 
mentioned for a cell type in the literature, then the bar is grey. A detailed description of the MSC marker 
panel with all references can be found in the introduction. 
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to migrate to the affected organs98–101. MSC migration seems to be conveyed by chemokine 

receptors such as CCR1 (CD191), CCR3 (CD193), CCR5 (CD195), CCR7 (CD197), CXCR2 

(CD182), CXCR3 (CD183), CXCR4 (CD184) and CXCR7 (CD187)102,103. Hence, many 

chemokines were described to attract MSC such as CCL2, CCL3, CCL5, CCL22, CX3CL1, 

CXCL8 and CXCL12103–105. The CXCL12 (SDF1)/CXCR4 axis is the most often described 

chemoattractant for MSCs. In addition to chemokines, several growth factors such as hepatocyte 

growth factor (HGF)106, TGF-β107, platelet derived growth factor (PDGF-AB)105, FGF2108 and 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)109 were described to attract MSCs. However, 

attraction of cells to specific sites is only the first step of the complex migration procedure. The 

second step is the attachment of cells to blood vessel walls, which is mainly mediated by 

integrins and selectins. Selectins bind to sugars, as for example glycoproteins, and enable 

rolling of cells along blood vessel walls, which leads to a slowdown of the cells110. The selectins 

CD62E and CD62P, but not CD62L are expressed on MSCs, as well as two selectin ligands 

CD44 and galectin 1 (LGALS1)98,111. The next step is adhesion of the cells by integrins to 

extracellular matrix (ECM) components. MSCs express integrins such CD29, CD49a-f, CD51, 

CD61 and CD104 on the surface73,112. Upon adhesion, MSCs are able to cross the blood vessel 

composed of endothelium, basal lamina and pericytes. In contrast to lymphocytes, little is known 

about the mechanisms. Vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (CD106) seems to play an important 

role in signaling and initiation leading to non-apoptotic blebbing of MSCs113,114. Blebbs form as 

spherical membrane protrusions upon pressure from the actin cortex and are not as prominent 

as lamellipodial movement but are conserved across species and known to be used by stem and 

tumor cells115. Interestingly, blebbing is used by tumor cells as it does not require degradation of 

the ECM by proteases, which are often inhibited in tumor treatment. The consequences for 

MSCs movement are not well analyzed since expression of matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP2), 

matrix metalloproteinase-14 (MMP14) and urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) were 

described to mediate MSC migration through blood vessels and within organs116,117.  

The major obstacle for MSC administration is the entrapment of the cells in the lung, but several 

groups proposed methods to reduce the problem such as direct injection into the affected 

organs, increasing the diameter of blood vessels by vasodilators or inhibition of cell clumping by 

anticoagulants. MSCs possess a broad repertoire of receptors and proteins to react to 

environmental cues. They can migrate to damaged tissues or tumors and modulate the 

microenvironment. These characteristics opened potential treatment possibilities for a plethora 

of diseases.  
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MSC interaction with other cell types 

Despite unsolved hurdles of cell administration, MSCs can accumulate in damaged tissues and 

mediate beneficial effects98–101. These effects are mainly pro-angiogenic, anti-apoptotic, anti-

fibrotic and anti-inflammatory5,118,119. Control of inflammation is not only important in obviously 

inflammation-driven diseases like GVHD, but plays an important role in disease entities like 

cardiomyopathy, liver damage and stroke5,118,119, which depend on the regeneration of the tissue. 

Additionally, inflammation is a key factor in fibrosis and angiogenesis120,121.  

Since MSCs are part of the BM niche, they interact not only with hematopoietic effector cells, the 

key mediators of inflammation, but also with long term engrafting HSCs in their niche122. 

Subcutaneous transplantation of BM-MSCs in mice was even able to build a heterotopic bone 

marrow22,77. For both, MSCs and HSCs, the perivascular space was proposed to act as the stem 

cell preserving microenvironment3,123,124. Hence, many MSC studies showed beneficial effects on 

Figure 2 Major steps and obstacles of MSC application in animals and patients.  Tumors and injured 
tissues release a multitude of growth factors and cytokines partially due to the activation of the immune 
system. These signaling molecules attract MSCs, which additionally possess the repertoire for 
extravasation. MSCs have integrins and selectins on their cell surface enabling them to bind to 
glycoproteins and hence adhere to blood vessel. Furthermore, they express proteases to migrate within 
tissues. MSCs are preferentially entrapped in the lung upon injection in veins, a major obstacle for 
intravenous cell applications. Thus, some work groups inject MSC in arteries, directly in the affected tissue 
or together with vasodilators to increase the diameter of the lung capillaries. 
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HSC expansion in vitro125 or in co-transplantation settings for the engraftment of HSCs126,127. 

However, the molecular mechanisms leading to these MSC-mediated effects are still largely 

unknown. Abbuehl and colleagues showed that after irradiation of mice, which is necessary to 

create space for transplanted HSCs, the stromal bone marrow fraction only recovers to a minor 

extent and loses the ability of the niche to support HSCs127.  By co-transplanting of non-

irradiated MSCs with HSCs, they showed engraftment of MSCs and better engraftment of HSCs. 

The authors of this work did not further investigate the molecular factors lacking after irradiation, 

but other studies showed that MSCs in the BM provide Cxcl12 and stem cell factor (Scf), which 

support HSCs in their niche124,128. These factors are currently investigated during the ex vivo 

expansion of HSCs by MSCs125. Interestingly, Wang and colleagues showed that pro-

inflammatory signals in vitro and in vivo hamper the engraftment of HSCs129 and might be an 

additional explanation for the supportive effect of MSCs. 
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Cells can communicate either by direct cell contact or by the release of factors. In this work, cell 

contact-dependent communication is defined as the physical contact of membrane-bound 

molecules on interacting cell types. Most studies hypothesize cell contact-dependency when the 

effect is partially reversed by physical separation of the interaction partners by a membrane 

permeable for soluble factors (Transwell)130,131. This conclusion could be biased by the fact that 

soluble factors can be produced in small amounts sufficient for signaling in close proximity 

without reaching levels sufficient for a paracrine effect. For example, the intercellular adhesion 

molecule 1 (CD54) contributes to the suppression of T-cell and macrophage activation and 

increases the killing of MSCs by natural killer cells (NK)20,132,133. Espagnolle and colleagues 

showed accumulation of CD54 on macrophages and MSCs at the contact area, but calcium 

signaling in MSCs, which is a measurement for CD54 crosslinking, and hypothesized signaling 

from macrophages to MSCs133. As a consequence, CD54 is most likely a signal to MSCs, which 

induces an inhibitory feedback loop to macrophages by other mechanisms. In contrast to CD54, 

the contact-dependent interaction between NK cells and MSCs is better characterized and the 

signal is transmitted from MSC to NK cells. Lysis of MSC by naïve NK cells is inefficient but can 

be increased upon activation with interleukin 2 (IL2)20,134,135. IFN-γ is produced by activated NK 

cells and induces several mechanisms in MSCs to evade NK cell killing, which is partially 

attributed to cell contact20,134. NK killing is tightly regulated by activating and inhibitory ligands on 

the cell surface of the target cells136. For example, inhibitory molecules are major 

histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I), which are expressed on most healthy cells to present 

potentially aberrant proteins (virus, tumor) on the surface. The affected cells are recognized by 

T-cells and killed. Virus-infected and tumor cells often down-regulate MHC-I to avoid killing by T-

cells and are then recognized by NK cells and eliminated. Activating molecules are upregulated 

upon stress. MSCs upregulate inhibitory (Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) ABC, HLA-E, HLA-I, 

human version of MHC) and down-regulate activating molecules (MHC class I chain-related 

protein A (MICA), UL16 binding protein 1-3 (ULBP1-3)) upon IFN-γ stimulation and avoid 

Figure 3 Sensing, shaping and resolving inflammation by MSCs. The MSC is depicted in the center 
of the figure, integrating the signals from an inflammatory microenvironment into anti-inflammatory 
signals to reshape the immune reaction towards immune tolerance. Classical pro-inflammatory cells are 
depicted in green, anti-inflammatory cells in red and cells without a classical skewing in yellow. The 
promotion of a reaction by MSCs is indicated by a green arrow and the inhibition by a red line. Lines 
directly point on cell types, if the abundance of the cell type increased, but the mechanism was not 
elucidated yet (proliferation, survival, differentiation). Most of the lines from MSCs to the immune cells 
indicate inhibitory functions and the few green arrows highlight the promotion of anti-inflammatory 
subtypes. Breg: B regulatory cell, CD4: CD4 positive T-cell, CD8: CD8 positive T-cell, DC: dendritic cell, 
HGF: Hepatocyte growth factor, HLA-G: Human leukocyte antigen type G, IDO: Indoleamine 2,3-
dioxygenase, IFN-γ: Interferon gamma, IL1-β: Interleukin 1 beta, IL6: Interleukin 6, IL10: Interleukin 10, 
IL12: Interleukin 12, IL12: Interleukin 17,Kill.: killing, LGASLS9: Galectin 9,M1: subtype of macrophages, 
M2: M2 subtype of macrophages, Mono: monocyte, NK: natural killer cells, NO: Nitric oxide, PGE2: 
Prostaglandin E2, Plasma: plasma cell, Prol.: proliferation, TGF-β: Transforming growth factor beta 1, 
Th17: T helper 17 cell, TNF-α: Tumor necrosis factor alpha.  
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targeting by NK cells20,134,135. Interestingly, MSCs secrete the soluble HLA-G5 and protect K562 

(chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line) from NK cell killing137. Additionally, Noone and 

colleagues showed the upregulation of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), prostaglandin E2 

(PGE2) and TGF-β1 upon IFN-γ activation of MSCs and the inhibition of NK cell killing and IFN-γ 

secretion (Figure 3)20. These soluble factors are the most often analyzed mediators of MSC 

immune modulation. IDO promotes the proliferation and survival of B regulatory cells (Breg), 

which secrete the immune inhibitory interleukin 10 (IL10)138. In the study by Peng and 

colleagues, IL10 inhibited the secretion of the pro-inflammatory TNF-α by T-cells. Similar 

promotion of IL10-producing Bregs and additional inhibition of plasma cell differentiation, which 

are the antibody producers in an immune reaction, were shown in the studies of Franquesa and 

colleagues, but the investigators did not elucidate the mediators of the effects139. One less 

commonly analyzed factor in the context of MSC immunomodulation is galectin 9 (LGALS9), 

which is induced upon IFN-γ and inhibits the differentiation of B-cells to plasma cells could 

explain the observation of Franquesa and colleagues140. In the same study, MSC-derived 

LGALS9 were also shown to be responsible for the inhibition of T-cell proliferation in the 

absence of B-cells. The influence of MSCs on T-cells is the best characterized and usually a 

mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) assay is performed to demonstrate this interaction. Prior to 

molecular typing methods of HLAs, MLR were used to access donor-recipient incompatibilities in 

organ transplantation by mixing peripheral blood lymphocytes of both individuals141. T-cells 

recognize the HLA on the other donor´s cells and in case of incompatibility T-cells become 

activated and proliferate with a subsequent immune reaction. Soluble HLA-G5 produced by 

MSCs inhibits the proliferation of T-cells by the expansion of regulatory CD4+ T-cells (Treg) and 

an increased amount of IL10 in the supernatant137. Ryan and colleagues showed the constitutive 

secretion of TGF-β, HGF, IL10 and PGE2142. Additionally, they showed that IFN-γ induced IDO 

and increased the HGF and TGF-β expression. The addition of recombinant HGF, IL10 and 

TGF-β was sufficient to inhibit the proliferation of T-cells, even though neutralization of even all 

three factors did not restore the proliferation of T-cells in MSC co-cultures. In contrast, blocking 

IDO activity or the synthesis of PGE2 was sufficient to restore T-cells proliferation. IDO degrades 

the essential amino acid tryptophan to kynurenine and supplementation of tryptophan partially 

restores the proliferation of T-cells143. Interestingly, Ryan and colleagues showed that the 

accumulation of kynurenine is part of the inhibitory effect of IDO. Li and colleagues analyzed 

similar effector molecules, but focused on the CD8 subset of T-cells and observed inhibition of 

proliferation, IL2 and IFN-γ production, which are important for T-cell activation. Furthermore, 

they observed reduced granzyme B (GZMB) production, a central mediator of cell toxicity144. The 

authors claimed an increase of IDO and no effect on HGF expression upon co-cultivation of 
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MSCs and CD8+, but unfortunately did not show the data. However, they detected an increase 

of TGF-β and PGE2 in the supernatants of co-cultures and at least partial restoration of 

proliferation after the inhibition of the effects of IDO, PGE2 or TGF-β alone and a synergistic 

effect by blocking all three. Similar factors have a multitude of effects on all subsets of CD4+ T-

cells. Luz-Crawford and colleagues observed the inhibition of murine Cd4+Ifn-γ+ (T helper cells 

1, Th1) and Cd4+Il17a+ T-cell (T helper cells 17, Th17) proliferation and the induction of Tregs 

shifting from pro- to an anti-inflammatory cell composition145. They detected an increase of Il10 

and Pge2 in the supernatants and TGF-β and IL10 mRNA in MSCs upon co-cultivation with Th1 

or Th17 cells. Unfortunately, they did not perform blocking experiments for the potential 

mediators to pinpoint the mechanism. However, English and colleagues showed the promotion 

of Tregs by MSCs through TGF-β and PGE2146. Interestingly, the effect was diminished when 

MSCs and pure CD4+ T-cells were separated by a permeable membrane. In contrast, the effect 

remained when peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), consisting of T-cells, B-cells, NK 

cells, monocytes and dendritic cells (DC), were separated from MSCs. They did not define the 

responsible helper cell in the PBMCs, but the inhibition of T-cells through MSCs induced Bregs 

was mentioned above138. Additionally, monocytes and their progeny such as macrophages and 

DC are well-known mediators of MSC immune inhibition. The co-cultivation of MSCs and DC led 

to the down-regulation of antigen-presenting molecule CD1a and the co-stimulatory proteins 

HLA-DR, CD80, and CD86147. Additionally, more immune inhibitory IL10 and less interleukine 12 

(IL12) were detected in the supernatant of the co-cultures. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether 

the subsequent experiments were performed with only instructed DC or whether MSCs were still 

present. However, the addition of so-called MSC-DC to T-cells decreased the proliferation of 

CD3+ cells (T-cells) and the percentage of Th1 (CD4+IFN-γ+), while increasing the population of 

immune inhibitory Tregs (CD4+CD25+FOXP3+). Contact of DC or T-cells with MSCs led to 

reduced levels of TNF-α,TNF-β, IL17, IL1-α, and IL1ra in culture supernatants. MSCs seemed to 

shift the immune-activating dendritic-T-cell relation to a tolerogenic immune reaction. Deng and 

colleagues proposed IL6 as a potential mediator of these effects. Since the authors concentrated 

on the intracellular suppressor of cytokine signaling 1 (SOCS1) expression, which was regulated 

in DC, and not on functional assays like T-cell inhibition, the results are difficult to interpret147. 

Similar effects were observed in co-culture experiments of MSCs and differentially polarized 

macrophages148. Murine MSCs were activated by Ifn-γ and Il1-β, which increased Il6, nitrogen 

dioxide (No2) and Pge2 without a change of the already highly secreted Tgf-β in the supernatant. 

The expression levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNos), Il6 and Tnf-α by M1 

macrophages were reduced by the co-cultivation of macrophages with MSCs. In contrast, the 

expression of Il10 and iNos by M2 macrophages were promoted by MSCs. These effects were 
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partially reversed by macrophages isolated from Il6 receptor knockout mice, suggesting Il6 as 

one potential factor. Knockdown experiments with cyclooxygenase 2 (Cox2) in murine MSCs 

showed minor effects, but they do not comment on the cyclooxygenase 1 (Cox1) isoform, which 

is expressed by MSCs and has a similar function148. However, Nemeth and colleagues showed 

the upregulation of Cox2 upon Tnf-α and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) treatment in murine MSCs 

and a subsequent increase of Pge2 in vitro, which led to the increase of Il10 producing 

macrophages149. MSCs from Cox1-knockout mice had no influence on the Pge2 levels. 

Interestingly, they observed a nitric oxide (No) dependent regulation of Cox2 activity. Il10 was 

not induced, only if macrophages and MSCs were derived from Cox2-knockout mice, but only 

the NO signaling was necessary in MSCs. 

MSCs can sense pro-inflammatory signals like IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-1β or LPS and produce many 

different immune inhibitory factors, which have a multitude of effects on nearly all cell types of 

the immune system (Figure 3). Additionally, these effects are highly cross-linked among the 

immune cells and aid to resolve inflammation. 
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Lentiviral vectors for UCP transduction and clonal tracking 

As already described, a lot of effort was invested to find marker combinations to prospectively 

isolate MSCs.  However, studies showed heterogeneity of MSCs even when derived from the 

same colony, already excluding most sources for variability such as tissue origin or surface 

marker definition16,17. Since MSC cultures are usually established as a bulk culture and not from 

single colonies, it is challenging to follow heterogeneity. Cornils and colleagues combined the 

stable marking of cells by integrating lentiviral vectors, different fluorescent proteins and genetic 

barcodes to facilitate clonal tracking on different resolution levels150.  

Lentiviral vectors derived from the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) stably integrate into the 

genome of proliferating and resting cells, enabling the transduction of actively cycling and even 

quiescent stem cells and their progeny151. The lentiviral particles contain a capped and 

polyadenylated RNA genome, which is reversely transcribed by the viral reverse transcriptase 

into double-stranded DNA in the target cell and integrated by the viral integrase. To prevent the 

formation of infectious viral particles in the patients, all full-length viral protein-coding sequences 

were removed from the viral backbone and separately produced from different expression 

plasmids152 (Figure 4a). As these helper plasmids do not contain the viral packaging sequence 

(φ) and are not flanked by long terminal repeats (LTR), which are necessary for reverse 

transcription and integration, they are not actively packaged into the viral particles by the 

producer cell line and not stably integrated into the target genome, even if they were 

unintentionally transferred by viral particles. In contrast, the plasmid harboring the transgene, i.e. 

the vector, contains the packaging signal and usually a modified version of the LTR, but no full-

length viral protein-coding sequences153. The wildtype viral LTR is composed of a unique 3’ 

region (U3), a redundant sequence (R) and a unique 5’ (U5) part, which forms during the 

complex reverse transcription, including DNA polymerization and relocation of partially 

assembled DNA fragments154. The natural U3 region of the related gammaretroviral vector 

derived from murine leukemia virus contains a strong viral promoter and enhancer sequence to 

drive the full-length viral RNA genome transcription, but led in the gene therapy trial to the 

activation of neighboring cell genes, resulting in leukemias in patients155. Deletion of the strong 

Figure 4 Retroviral vector elements and the lentiviral RGB-vector used in this study. (A) Depicted 
are the major elements necessary to produce a replication deficient viral vector. From the wild-type 
retrovirus (top), full-length genetic information for structural proteins, enzymes and envelope are placed on 
separate expression plasmids (middle) without a ᵠ packaging signal. In current safety optimized retroviral 
vectors, strong promoters in the U3 region of the LTR are deleted. SIN-retroviral vectors (bottom) drive the 
expression of the gene of interest by the use of internal promoters. (B) Vector architecture of the lentiviral 
barcode vector used in the study. B: genetic barcode, CBX3: Chromobox protein homolog 3 promoter part 
from the ubiquitous chromatin opening element, EFS: EF-1 alpha short, LTR: long terminal repeats, 
Poly(A): polyadenylation signal, PRE: posttranscriptional regulatory element, R: redundant, U3: unique 3, 
U5: unique 5; ψ: recognized nucleotide sequence for the specific packaging into viral particles. 
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viral regulatory elements markedly reduced the chance for gene deregulation156 and the principle 

was transferred to lentiviral vectors153. To facilitate full-length transcription in the viral vector 

producing cells, a strong promoter is placed 5´ of the LTR157, but is not part of the packaged 

RNA. Additionally, the deletion of the promoter in the LTR enabled the usage of internal 

promoters placed directly 5´ of the transgenes. Hence, the mRNA from the integrated genome 

starts 3´ of the packaging signal and cannot be specifically packaged into viral particles even 

after infection with the wildtype virus, which leads to a self-inactivating viral vector design 

(SIN)153. The internal promoters are often eukaryotic and physiological promoters like elongation 

factor 1α short (EFS) promoter, which can be expanded by other elements like the silencing 

inhibiting minimal ubiquitous chromatin opening element (CBX)158. However, physiological 

promoters often lack the strength to maintain sufficient transgene expression, but the addition of 

other elements like the posttranscriptional regulatory element (PRE) from the woodchuck 

hepatitis virus can increase the nuclear export, stability and other aspects of mRNA biology to 

boost the transgene expression152,159. 

Cornils and colleagues introduced the fluorescent proteins mCherry (red), Venus (green) and 

Cerulean (blue) as transgenes on separate lentiviral vectors150. The triple transduction of target 

cells led to a multi-color marking of cells dependent on the number and variants integrated into 

the genome (all shades of the visible spectrum including different intensities of red, green, blue 

(hence name RGB-vectors), turquoise, yellow, purple and “white” cells). These color 

compositions enabled first insights into the clonal dynamics of living cells by flow cytometry or 

fluorescent microscopy. Since colors provide a limited resolution, Cornils and colleagues added 

a genetic barcode region composed of 15 fluorescent vector-specific and 16 random 

nucleotides. The barcode region potentially enables the unique marking of cells and theoretically 

increases the depth of clonal analysis to 416 (>4 billion) combinations for each fluorescent 

protein, assessed by high-throughput sequencing of isolated DNA. Indeed, the efficiency of the 

necessary ligation of barcodes in the vector and the subsequent transformation in bacteria 

markedly reduces the actual variability, but it is easy to achieve above 105 different barcodes per 

variant.  

In our previous work, we used the elegant combination of stable integration in the genome, 

fluorescent proteins and genetic barcodes to analyze the clonal development of UC-MSCs21. 

The human UC contains two arteries and one vein surrounded by connective tissue called 

Wharton´s jelly160. The cultivation of UCPs leads to the continuous outgrowth of MSCs for 

months21,38, most probably due to the transfer of the proposed MSC stem cell niche 

(perivascular) in the culture dish3. Interestingly, Otte and colleagues observed nearly no signs of 
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senescence in freshly initiated MSC-EMs38. We showed the transduction of whole UCPs by 

lentiviral vectors and a subsequent outgrowth of genetically modified MSC-EMs for weeks21. 

Hence, we were able to follow the clonal development from the MSC culture initiating clones in 

the proposed stem cell niche and during expansion to obtain enough cells for cell therapy 

approaches. Strikingly, we observed a massive reduction of clonality in the first passages and 

transient dominant clones. These clones possessed different functionalities as shown by a tube 

formation assay and demonstrating the applicability of barcode vectors for the clonal analysis of 

UC-MSCs. 
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Aim of the study 

MSCs have a high therapeutic value since they combine various proposed beneficial abilities 

such as tumor tropism, pro-angiogenic, anti-apoptotic, anti-fibrotic and anti-inflammatory effects 

as well as potential substitution of damaged tissue by differentiation. Additionally, the 

perivascular niche enables isolation of MSCs from various tissues. However, the reproducibility 

of MSC-based experiments in animal models and clinical trials is often difficult. It is still 

controversially discussed whether an ”MSC” is a (m)esenchymal (s)tem (c)ell,  multipotent 

(m)esenchymal (s)tromal (c)ell, (m)esenchymal (s)tromal (c)ell or maybe one of the latest 

suggestions (m)edicinal (s)ignaling (c)ell161. Despite the efforts of the ISCT to find a common 

definition for MSCs in 2006 to reduce variability, they summed a loose group of cells under the 

term “MSC”. Many labs invested a lot of work to find MSC subpopulations with superior functions 

to enable prospective isolation, but mostly concentrated on the differentiation capabilities of 

MSCs. However, differentiation into e.g. chondrocytes and osteoblasts for tissue replacement is 

only one arm of clinical application and some groups showed heterogeneity of MSCs that were 

even derived from the same colony. The most commonly accepted definition of a “stem cell” is 

the self-renewal potential and the differentiation into more specialized cells. Intra-colony 

heterogeneity might be explained by weak inductive signals from the medium that allows the 

differentiation into several cell types. UC with the three blood vessels contains the easily 

accessible stem cell niche of MSCs and maintains a cell preserving microenvironment in vitro. 

Thus, UCPs offer the rare possibility to modify human MSC progenitors in a more natural 

microenvironment than a plastic surface, follow consecutive initiation cycles and analyze the 

behavior in the expansion phase. Hence, it is possible to follow the complete development from 

the culture-initiating cell, during the expansion phase to the product applied to mice or patients. 

Additionally, if the UCP provides a stem cell niche for MSCs and periodically outgrowing MSC-

EMs remain similar, then UCPs could provide a reliable source for a huge amount of expandable 

cells for cell therapy. 

In our previous work, we already showed the possibility to mark MSC-culture-initiating cells in 

the UCP with lentiviral vectors and the subsequent outgrowth of genetically modified MSC-EMs. 

We were able to follow the complex clonal dynamic with transiently dominant clones and a 

strong clonal restriction during monolayer expansion. However, we only managed to transduce 

the UCP surface, which might have caused the early loss of barcode variability in the first 

initiation cycles. In this study, we aimed to work on the efficient transduction of whole UCPs to 

mark and consequently follow as many cells as possible. Furthermnore, we planned to 
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investigate the possibilities to obtain more MSCs from UCPs by either consecutively induced 

MSC-EMs or by the expansion of outgrown MSC-EMs.  

If UCPs provide a niche-like microenvironment, initiated MSC-EMs should remain stable for 

months. We wanted to test this hypothesis by following the clonal development of consecutively 

induced MSC-EMs by high-throughput sequencing of lentivirally introduced genetic barcodes. To 

get a broader insight into potential changes like transformation or deregulation of secreted 

factors, a further aim was the analysis of the transcriptome of the first and two months later 

induced MSC-EMs. Since MSCs mediate most of their effects by the secretion of factors to 

inhibit the immune system and the transplantation of MSCs into mice is challenging due to the 

passive entrapment in the lung, we aimed for the characterization of the secretome by 

multiplexed ELISA and the transplantation of CM in a mouse model for immune rejection. 

In our previous work, we observed a massive clonal selection of clones during expansion. We 

envisioned that this selection can be controlled by the culture conditions. Hence, we wanted to 

investigate whether cultivation of the same genetically marked MSC-EM in standard medium 

MSC10 (aMEM + 10% human serum + 1% penicilin/streptomycin) or media additionally 

supplemented with cytokines (FGF2, EGF or TGF-β) would elicit functional differences in MSCs. 

These cytokines are often used in fully chemically defined media and were shown to influence 

CFU-F number, proliferation and differentiation of MSCs74,162,163. As a read-out, we planned to 

compare the differen conditions by flow cytometry and high-throughput sequencing. As most of 

the effects on other cell types are a result of the MSC secretome, we wanted to focus on the 

characterization of secreted factors. Based on the results from the multiplex ELISA, we planned 

to further investigate the effect of MSC supernatants in a murine model for transplantation of 

human HSCs. Taken together, insights from this study might shed light on the influence of 

culture conditions on the clonal development and functional repertoire of MSCs. 
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Summary of results 

MSCs can be isolated from virtually all tissues and many groups suggested that MSCs have the 

ability to differentiate into a variety of cell types. Additionally, MSCs are used as vesicles for anti-

tumor and anti-inflammation therapy, due to their tropism to inflammatory microenvironments. 

MSCs are especially suitable for immune modulation, as they naturally sense inflammatory cues 

and can counteract inflammation by the expression of a multitude of factors. MSCs can be found 

in the BM and are supposed to be a functional component of the HSC niche. Beneficial effects 

observed in animal models and human subjects inspired researchers to conduct hundreds of 

clinical trials for a plethora of potentially treatable diseases. Following initial excitement, often 

results did not meet the high expectations since the observations among clinical interventions 

and even among patients treated for the same disease were inconsistent. Many tissue sources, 

a putative strength of MSC therapy, in combination with a vague definition and no unified culture 

protocol has led to classification of diverse cell populations under the term of “MSC”. Strikingly, 

even MSCs that were derived from a single initiating clone showed different characteristics, 

which can further add to the variability inherent due to isolation from different tissue sources or 

by use of distinct surface markers to isolate MSCs. Since our previous study demonstrated a 

marked clonal selection of MSCs upon passaging, well-chosen culture conditions could 

potentially restrict the clonal repertoire of MSCs to cells with specific desired characteristics. 

MSCs emerge from the perivascular space in the human UC near the vein and the two arteries. 

Cultivation of UCPs leads to the continuous outgrowth of MSCs for months and was proposed to 

be a stem cell preserving microenvironment compared to monolayer culture on plastic surfaces. 

In our previous work, we transduced whole UCPs with lentiviral vectors coding for different 

fluorescent proteins for RGB marking and harboring a genetic barcode. Despite the superficial 

transduction of the tissue, genetically modified MSC cultures grew out and we showed a 

massive clonal loss upon passaging. Thus, UCPs provide an easily accessible stem cell niche 

that is suitable for genetic modification of MSCs and enables clonal tracking studies starting from 

the culture initiating progenitors. 

The first publication addressed the superficial transduction of UCPs and compared different 

induction time points in the context of immune modulation to better characterize and facilitate UC 

as a long-term MSC source. To increase the transduction efficiency of whole UCPs, we targeted 

the perivascular space as the MSC stem cell niche. We compared our standardly prepared 

UCPs (blood vessel surrounded by connective tissue) to UC with blood vessels completely 

removed (BLRV), since the endothelium is most probably a physical barrier for viral particles. 

Nonetheless, little is known about the MSC niche in UC and we might have removed important 
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cell types together with the blood vessel. Therefore, we included a compromise of both 

preparation methods and longitudinally cut open the blood vessel (BLOP), which left the blood 

vessel in the tissue and increased the access for viral particles to the blood vessel lining cells. 

Both new preparation approaches significantly increased the transduction efficiency of MSC 

progenitors in the UCPs as shown by the higher proportion of transgene positive cells in MSC-

EMs. Subsequent genetic barcode analyses revealed the highest diversity in the first induced 

MSC-EMs independent of the preparation method. Most clones of the early induction time points 

were not detectable in the respective UCPs after over 100 days. In contrast, most clones 

expanded from MSC-EMs beyond the fourth to sixth induction cycles (late) were still found in the 

UCPs at the end of the analysis. In line with the assumed better access of viral particles to the 

long-term progenitors in BLRV, the respective late MSC-EMs were the most polyclonal among 

the differentially prepared UCs. In parallel, preparation of UCPs via the BLRV method resulted in 

decreased time between MSC-EM induction cycles compared to the other preparation methods. 

In this work, the transduction of UC to obtain genetically modified MSCs was used to follow the 

clonal composition of the stem cell population, but could also be exploited to equip MSCs with 

other abilities to model their functional repertoire and to subsequently harvest the improved 

MSCs for months. Hence, we concentrated our final analyses on BLRV-prepared UC, since the 

combination of higher transduction efficiency and shorter induction cycles could prospectively 

provide more genetically engineered MSCs for cell therapy. Transcriptome analysis of MSC-EMs 

induced shortly (early) after UC preparation and two months (late) post UC preparation showed 

a rather small change in gene expression programs (roughly 12-fold different in the most 

deregulated genes). Early induced cultures from a donor clustered to late induced cultures from 

the same donor, implying only small influences of the induction time point on the whole 

transcriptome. In contrast, activation of MSC-EMs from both induction time points with IFN-γ and 

TNF-α similarly and markedly changed the transcriptome compared to naïve MSC cultures 

(>500 fold of the most deregulated genes). A detailed analysis of the secretome by multiplexed 

ELISA showed a similar release of factors at high concentrations of IFN-γ and TNF-α. However, 

if lower levels of activation signals were employed, early induced cultures produced smaller 

amounts of cytokines than late induced cultures. The observed differences were biologically 

relevant, as shown by the higher immune inhibitory capacity of CM from late compared to early 

induced cultures in the in vitro MLR and in vivo killing assay. 

In the first publication, we improved the transduction efficiency of whole UCPs to follow the 

clonal development among different induction time points and showed that prolonged cultivation 

of UC does not negatively influence the immune inhibitory capacity of induced MSC-EMs. The 
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periodical induction of MSC cultures for months led to increased numbers of MSCs available for 

cell therapy, but subsequent expansion in monolayer culture could additionally and massively 

augment the number of cells generated. Therefore, in the second publication, we employed the 

improved transduction of UCPs to mark MSC progenitors in the stem cell niche and to 

investigate the clonal development upon passaging in different media. Induced MSC-EMs were 

then subjected to several different cultivation conditions. Thus, MSC-EMs were cultured in our 

standard medium (human serum) alone or in our standard medium supplemented with FGF2, 

EGF or TGF-β. EGF and FGF2 increased, while TGF-β decreased, MSC-EM growth in the early 

passages compared to our standard medium. Nonetheless, the proliferation rate converged in 

late passages, which suggested a selective growth of adapted clones in the different media that 

become dominant in late passages and led to reduced growth differences among the media. 

This hypothesis was supported by the high variability of barcodes in MSC-EMs cultured with 

EGF and FGF2, and decreased variability in TGF-β supplemented cultures already in the first 

passages. Strikingly, the barcode and color composition deriving from the progenitor marking in 

the UC was more similar among medium triplicates than among the different medium 

formulations. In contrast to proliferation, EGF and FGF2 had no prominent effects on the 

secretome of MSCs compared to MSCs cultivated in our standard medium. On the other hand, 

MSCs cultivated in TGF-β high medium did not secrete cytokines typical for MSCs, such as IL6, 

CXCL8 and CCL2, but did exhibit increased consumption of CCL5 and PDGF-BB. The 

differences were biologically relevant, as in contrast to TGF-β cultivated MSCs, the cytokine-rich 

CM from MSCs cultivated in our standard medium supported the growth of leukemic cell lines 

MO7 and K562 and promoted the cytotoxicity of NK-92 versus K562 cells. Additionally, blast 

transformation of primary T-cells was slightly increased with CM from MSCs cultivated in our 

standard medium, while CM from TGF-β cultivated cells led to decreased blast transformation of 

primary T-cells in the MLR assay. In contrast, HSPCs cultivated and transplanted in CM of TGF-

β selected MSCs reached higher human chimerism upon transplantation into mice than HSPCs 

in the CM from MSCs cultivated in our standard medium. No differences were observed when 

HSPCs were only transplanted in the CM. As PGE2 is one of the most prominent MSC effector 

molecules and is known to increase HSPC engraftment by the upregulation of CXCR4, we 

analyzed the CM of MSCs for PGE2 content. In line with the secretome analysis, PGE2 was 

produced at higher levels by MSCs in our standard medium as compared to TGF-β treated 

MSCs. However, HSPCs cultivated in the different CM showed similar colony numbers in the 

colony-forming assay, but the single colonies had a higher proliferation potential in CM of TGF-β 

in comparison to MSCs in our standard medium.  
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In conclusion, we showed that UC provides an easily accessible stem cell niche for genetic 

modification and is a valuable model to analyze clonal development starting from the stem cell 

niche in the human system. We could show that the removal of the blood vessel did not hamper 

the capacity of the UC to preserve the stem cell, but did allow markedly increased transduction 

of MSC progenitors. The improved preparation method eased the clonal analysis of consecutive 

MSC-EMs and during passaging in monolayer culture. The induction time point had a minor 

influence on the transcriptome or secretome of naïve MSCs, whereas cytokine supplementation 

such as EGF, FGF2, TGF-β, IFN-γ and TNF-α had a tremendous effect on the clonal 

development, growth, secretome and consequently functional repertoire of MSCs.  
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Extended discussion 

MSCs can be isolated from virtually all vascularized tissues and thousands of studies propose a 

multitude of beneficial characteristics. Thus, already over 1,000 clinical trials are listed on 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov with the terms “mesenchymal stromal cells” or “mesenchymal stem 

cells”. However, the results of clinical investigations remain contradictory. The term “MSC” 

combines various subpopulations from different tissues and the lack of a unified culture protocol 

adds to the variability of the applied cell product. Interestingly, MSCs derived from a single 

founder cell can already be heterogeneous. Hence, the aim of this study was to elucidate the 

influence of different culture conditions on the clonal heterogeneity and functional repertoire of 

MSCs from UC as a long-term source for cell therapy. 

Transduction of MSC progenitors in the UC niche  

Perivascular cells were proposed as candidates for MSC progenitors or culture-initiating cells3. 

With one vein and two arteries, the human UC contains this potential stem cell niche. Thus, it is 

conceivable that cultivated UCPs provide a more natural microenvironment than two-

dimensional plastic surfaces. We and others showed the continuous outgrowth of MSC-EMs 

from UCPs for months21,38. The cultures induced months post UC preparation maintained their 

surface markers (CD73, CD90, CD105 and the absence of hematopoietic markers) and 

differentiation potential as proposed by the ISCT29,38. Thus, cultivated UCPs provide an easily 

accessible MSC stem cell niche for genetic modification. In our proof-of-concept study, we 

showed the transduction of MSC progenitors in the UC and a subsequent outgrowth of 

genetically modified MSC-EMs for weeks21.  Since our lentiviral vectors contained three different 

fluorescent proteins and genetic barcodes, we could show a complex clonal development with 

transiently dominant clones rather than simple overgrowth of clones. However, we only 

managed to transduce mainly the surface of UCPs and potentially missed many of the 

progenitors in the vicinity of blood vessels. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to transduce cells 

within the perivascular space. As little is known about the MSC niche, we were concerned about 

destroying the niche by removing the blood vessel. Therefore, we compared our standard 

method (blood vessel surrounded by the connective tissue) with pieces from which the vessels 

had been completely removed (BLRV) or longitudinally cut open (BLOP). Both new preparation 

methods increased transduction efficiency with lentiviral barcode vectors. Interestingly, this 

increase was higher for BLRV and additionally decreased the time until new MSC-EMs were 

initiated from the same UCP. Shorter initiation time leads to more cultures within the same time 

frame and consequently to more cells for cell therapy. The transduction of the UC surface in our 

previous publication suggested the inefficient diffusion of viral particles through the Wharton´s 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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jelly. By removing the blood vessel, we most likely remove a physical barrier for viral particles 

and cells, increasing exchange between medium and tissue. As we already observed improved 

transduction of UC by BLOP preparation method, we hypothesize that we loosened the 

connections in the tissue and eased the diffusion of viral particles by inserting the scissor into 

the small blood vessel or by pulling on the blood vessel. Diffusion assays with dyes and 

subsequent histology might confirm this hypothesis. 

Independently of the preparation method, the first induced MSC-EM was the most polyclonal 

when analyzed for the genetic barcode composition. One explanation might be the presence of 

other transduced cell types like cord blood cells, which are lost upon passaging or consecutive 

induction cycles. Another complementary explanation could be the existence of MSC 

subpopulations that are organized in a hierarchical manner, with long-lived progenitors and 

short-lived progeny, the latter participating only once in the initiation of an MSC-EM. This theory 

is supported by Crisan and colleagues who showed perivascular cells as the progenitor of MSCs 

or studies by Sacchetti who showed that CD146+ MSCs are serially transplantable cells3,77. 

Interestingly, the MSC-EMs from the BLRV preparation method were more polyclonal than cells 

from the other preparation methods even after 15 initiation cycles. This result might be explained 

by different hypotheses. First, higher transduction efficiency of culture-initiating cells could have 

led to MSC cultures with increased clonality or cell clones with multiple copies. Even though the 

transduction efficiency differences between BLOP and BLRV were small, we still observed 

higher clonality in MSC-EMs derived from BLRV prepared UCPs. A likely explanation is that we 

removed a physical barrier (blood vessel) for viral particles and transduced more long term 

culture initiating cells. Furthermore, the removal of the barrier might have made it possible for 

more MSC initiating cells to grow out from the UCP. This theory would also support the 

observation of decreased initiation times between MSC-EM cultures. 

Exploiting higher transduction efficiency for clonal selection analysis 

Whether clonal diversity is beneficial depends on the point of view. On one side, clonal 

dominance can be associated with a growth advantage and higher risk for transformation. On 

the other side, if the clonal pool is restricted to therapeutic cells with desired effects, a reduction 

in clonal diversity might even help to increase the reproducibility of MSC experiments. Targeted 

enrichment of cells with desired therapeutic features could be achieved by shaping culture 

conditions either by selection for or induction of certain characteristics. In our previous work, we 

observed a massive clonal selection upon passaging. Is clonal selection unavoidable and due to 

chance or controllable by environmental cues? To answer this question, we used the new 
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preparation method for efficient marking of progenitors in the UCPs with lentiviral barcode 

vectors and distributed the same MSC-EM among different culture conditions in triplicates. The 

color and barcode composition was more similar among the medium triplicates than among 

culture conditions. As the marking derived from the progenitor transduction in the UC, this result 

suggested a culture condition-dependent selection of clones from common progenitors. Similar 

preferential growth of clones in a certain medium was already observed in another study with 

BM-MSCs, which tested different medium components and the influence on the CFU-F 

numbers74. The authors supplemented basic medium (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium) 

with different growth factors and other components to achieve chemically fully defined medium 

and to replace serum for MSC culture. They observed an influence of the medium composition 

on CFU-F numbers, which can be interpreted as the differential ability of MSC culture initiating 

cells to grow in different medium formulations. We observed a high reduction of clonality in 

media additionally supplemented with TGF-β1 compared to media only with human serum (our 

standard medium) or additional EGF or FGF2).  FGF2163–165 and EGF165,166 are known to 

promote MSC growth and high concentrations seem to have no negative effects on MSC 

proliferation165. In contrast, TGF-β1 concentrations might have to be carefully titrated as a 

complete block by the chemical compound SB431542 decreased the proliferation of MSCs163 

and high concentrations led to senescence167,168. The latter observation is in line with our results, 

in case senescence was only induced in certain clones or subpopulations. We observed a strong 

inhibition of growth in early and recovery in late passages of TGF-β selected cells (TSC). It is 

conceivable that only a few of many seeded clones were able to grow in the early phase and as 

a result, the growth rate of the bulk culture initially decreased. Later, after adaptation or selection 

of certain clones, the growth rate increased to normal levels again. A similar theory might explain 

the faster proliferation and higher clonality of MSCs in EGF or FGF2 supplemented media. 

During the first passages, many different MSC clones with varying self-renewal capacity might 

be driven into proliferation and ultimately into senescence. In later passages, however, either 

some clones might have adapted to the new conditions or the clones with the highest stemness 

potential were selected. 

To address this hypothesis, RGB-marking in combination with fluorescent senescence assays in 

living cells169 could be combined to follow the development in real-time. Thus, it would be 

possible to separate senescent and non-senescent cells and to identify the mechanisms leading 

to clonal restriction. Possible mechanisms of culture adaptation to growth factors could be the 

pseudo-receptor BMP and activin membrane-bound inhibitor (BAMBI), which interferes with the 

TGF-receptor complex formation and with the initiation of the downstream signaling170,171. TGF-β 
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signaling is intracellularly transduced by SMAD proteins, which form trimers with two receptor-

regulated (R-SMAD) and one Co-SMAD. Assembled trimers function as transcription factors172. 

Inhibitory SMAD proteins (I-SMAD) are transcriptionally upregulated by TGF-β signaling and 

interfere with downstream transduction on different levels. The downregulation of activatory (R-, 

Co-) or up-regulation of I-SMAD proteins could inhibit intracellular signaling and consequently 

reduce the effect of TGF-β. As TGF-β signaling can be regulated by the cellular localization of 

involved proteins, transcriptional analysis is a good start, but might not fully explain the 

observations. Complex analysis of intracellular protein localization, protein phosphorylation and 

other methods might be necessary. However, TGF-β signaling plays a crucial role in many 

diseases173 and the potential different abundance of TGF-β  enduring MSCs among studies 

might explain contradictory results. If the in vitro reaction of MSCs to TGF-β is the same as in 

the animal or patient, then enrichment for TGF-β enduring MSC clones by the choice of tissue 

origin or culture conditions could prolong the engraftment of MSCs in such TGF-β high 

microenvironments and potentially increase the time MSCs mediate their beneficial effects. 

Thus, a better understanding of the mechanism might decrease the variability among studies.  

The influence of TGF-β1 on the MSC secretome 

As undifferentiated MSCs convey their beneficial effects without tissue engraftment, 

investigators increasingly focus on cell interaction. We observed nearly no secretion of factors 

by TSCs in the human Cytokine 27-plex analysis, which is a multiplex and bead-based ELISA for 

cytokines frequently secreted by immune cells. In contrast, MSCs expanded in our standard 

medium or additionally supplemented with EGF or FGF2 increased the secretion of several 

factors upon passaging. IL6 and IL8/CXCL8 were the most secreted cytokines of the 27 

analyzed and are constantly upregulated by senescent cells. This secretion is known as the 

senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP)167,174. The absence of IL6 or IL8/CXCL8 

secretion by TSC is most likely not a sign for delayed senescence since the secretion of all 

analyzed factors was inhibited as indicated by MCP-1/CCL2 secretion, which is not correlated 

with passaging in our analysis. A general inhibition of the MSC secretome by TGF-β has already 

been described by Rodriguez and colleagues, who analyzed the effect of TGF-β on the 

secretion of 80 cytokines by adipose tissue derived MSC175. However, the TGF-β-induced 

reduction of cytokine secretion was smaller than we observed, but they only used 3 ng/mL TGF-

β for 72 h and we passaged our cultures for more than a week in 10 ng/mL TGF-β. Interestingly, 

we observed higher human chimerism in mice upon cultivation and transplantation of HSPCs in 

TSC-CM compared to the cytokine rich supernatant of MSCs expanded in our standard medium. 

Many steps from HSC ex vivo cultivation to participation of HSC in blood synthesis could be 
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influenced by TSC-CM. The first step is stem cell maintenance or even expansion of HSC by in 

vitro culture. Recently, Nakahara and colleagues observed a loss of ex vivo HSC support upon 

passaging of murine BM-MSCs, but a “revitalization” upon the overexpression of five 

transcription factors, (Kruppel-like factor 7, osteoclast stimulating factor 1, X-Box binding protein 

1, interferon regulatory factor 3 and interferon regulatory factor 7), which were down-regulated in 

passaged compared to fresh BM-MSCs125. Revitalized MSCs expressed higher amounts of HSC 

niche factors (stem cell factor, Cxcl12, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (Cd106), angiopoietin 

1). Additionally, they briefly mentioned the involvement TGF signaling. Unfortunately, none of the 

soluble factors described by Nakahara is part of Bio-Plex Pro™ Human Cytokine 27-plex. As the 

upregulation of all or some of these factors in TSC could explain the better engraftment, further 

analyses of these factors with ELISA or qPCR studies should be performed. Interestingly, even 

the usually membrane-bound CD106 could explain engraftment in CM, since shedding is 

inducible by proteases176 and TGF-β increases the expression of CD106177. However, we did not 

observe significant differences in expansion in vitro between different media, which might be due 

to the short cultivation time (<24 h). In a similar line, Abou-Ezzi and colleagues used a Tgf beta 

receptor knockout in murine MSCs to show that Tgf-β signaling is important for the fetal lineage 

specification of murine BM-MSCs and the development of normal hematopoiesis178. The deletion 

led to the reduction of many HSC niche factors in total BM and total number of HSCs. However, 

the self-renewal and repopulation capacity of remaining HSCs was not diminished.  Additionally, 

the effect on the BM was not observed, if the knockout was introduced after birth. The problem 

with niche factor deletion in specific BM cell types is the compensatory supplementation by 

several cell types128. In contrast, if one cell type is supposed to support HSCs in vitro, missing 

environmental cues might have a bigger effect. Thus, it is difficult to translate results from BM to 

in vitro experiments. In the work of Abou-Ezzi and colleagues, the deletion early in the animal 

development led to a remarkably different composition of the BM, which better simulates the 

situation in vitro. 

Soluble factors do not only promote HSC maintenance. IFN-γ and TNF-α were shown to 

negatively regulate HSC engraftment by promoting the differentiation or inhibiting survival129. 

Both factors were secreted in higher concentrations by MSCs cultivated in our standard medium 

compared to MSC cultivated in TGF-β high medium. In line with our observations, Csaszar and 

colleagues showed improved ex vivo HSC expansion by preventing the accumulation of 

cytokines produced by mature hematopoietic cells, such as IL6 and IL8179, which are produced 

by MSCs expanded in our standard medium. However, IL6 is frequently used in different 

contexts to expand HSC ex vivo180–182, but the dose could influence the outcome. Thus, the 
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better engraftment of HSC cultivated in TSC-CM could be due to the absence of differentiating 

factors. 

Stem cell maintenance in vitro is important, but upon transplantation, HSCs have to populate 

their stem cell niche in the BM. The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis is one of the most analyzed in terms 

of lodging and engraftment. It was shown that PGE2 increases the CXCR4 expression on 

hematopoietic cells with accompanied better engraftment183,184. PGE2 is one of the most 

frequently described factors of MSC immune inhibition, but in line with the other analyzed 

cytokines, we observed only in low concentration of TSC-CM in contrast to the other analyzed 

media. Consequently, PGE2 is likely not the factor that led to the higher human chimerism of 

HSC cultivated in TSC-CM. However, the complete process of lodging and engraftment  is 

influenced by a multitude of factors185. 

As effects of many factors are most likely superposed in this case, transcriptional analysis of 

freshly prepared and cultivated long-term engrafting HSC might elucidate deregulated signaling 

pathways. In a second step, we could try to reverse the culture effects on HSCs by the 

modulation with MSCs. 

Sustained functionality of late induced MSC-EMs 

In contrast to MSCs expanded three weeks (equals to six passages) in monolayer culture, MSC-

EMs induced eight weeks after UC preparation did not show the same level of SASP, arguing at 

least for delayed senescence of cells within the microenvironment of the UC (Figure 5). In line 

with the multiplexed ELISA assays, transcriptome analysis did not show significant deregulation 

of factors associated with SASP. In general, the transcriptional changes were small (~12-fold for 

top deregulated genes), which argues against transformation of the MSCs due to long-term 

culture, since transformation of this cell type usually leads to deregulation of genes up to 104-

fold186. This hypothesis is supported by the polyclonality of late induced cultures. In case of a 

transformed clone, a dominant contribution of a single or few barcodes would have been 

expected in the sequence pool. Non-transformed cells become senescent and reduce 

proliferation, whereas transformed cells are constantly growing187,188. Human MSCs do not seem 

to be especially susceptible to transformation even after aneuploidy 189–193. Despite thousands of 

treated patients, reports of tumor formation following MSC injection are very rare194,195. Actually, 

in these reports all patients received a BM transplant to treat a hematopoietic disease by 

replacing defective HSCs. However, to deplete the recipient’s HSCs, chemotherapeutic agents 

were applied, which themselves increase the chance for development of secondary cancers196. 

Additionally, the study of Bielack and colleagues did not report the origin of the tumors195 and 
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Berger and colleagues observed a donor-derived tumor only after 17 years194. The usually short 

presence of MSCs in the patients84–87,89 explains an overall low risk for tumor development after 

MSCs cell therapy. As we did not perform tumor formation studies yet, we concentrated on the 

secretome and conditioned medium.  

One main concern of prolonged MSC culture is the loss of functionality, which was observed in 

regards to MSC immune inhibition197–199. Thus, we analyzed the immune inhibitory ability of early 

and late induced MSC-EMs. Here, we did not observe marked changes in the transcriptome or 

secretome between early and late induced MSC-EMs. We were further interested whether early 

and late induced MSC-EMs could still equally respond to environmental cues. We activated the 

cultures with IFN-γ and TNF-α and observed upregulation of genes such as IDO, C-X-C motif 

chemokine 10 (CXCL10) and HLA class I in our microarray analysis. The increased secretion of 

CXCL10 was confirmed in the multiplexed ELISA assay. Both induction time points produced 

comparable amounts of cytokines for high levels of IFN-γ and TNF-α. However, late induced 

cultures secreted higher concentrations of cytokines upon lower levels of IFN-γ and TNF-α as 

Figure 5 Comparison of typical senescence associated cytokines. The supernatants of the first (two 
weeks, red bar) and eight weeks post UC preparation (turquoise bar) induced MSC culture were analyzed 
by the Bio-Plex Pro™ Human Cytokine 27-plex Assay. Additionally, the first induced cultures were 
expanded three weeks in monolayer culture. Depicted are the results for IL6 and IL8 secretion, which are 
constantly up-regulated upon senescence. The values were subtracted by the protein amount in medium 
without cells to calculate net secretion of the cells and normalized to different growth rates. The data are 
part of figure 6 in the first publication and figure 4 of the second publication. The secretion of both 
cytokines increased more in additional two weeks monolayer culture than additional six weeks in the UC. 
Depicted are the mean and standard deviation.   
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compared to early induced MSC-EMs. These differences were biologically relevant as shown by 

the MLR and in vivo killing assay. IDO and PTGS2/COX2 (enzyme for PGE2 production) were 

upregulated upon MSC activation in transcriptome analysis and are well described MSC immune 

inhibitory factors142,144,149. These important factors should be studied in future experiments using 

neutralizing antibodies, inhibitors, knock-out or knock-down approaches to further elucidate the 

immune inhibition conveyed by early and late MSC-EMs. Importantly, MSC-EM harvested from 

both time points were nearly equally potent. Unconventional MSC effector proteins like LGALS9 

and HLA-G5 were also significantly upregulated upon activation with growth factors in our 

microarray experiments. LGALS9 was shown to inhibit B- and T-cells and was proposed to 

predict the immune-modulatory potential of MSCs140. HLA-G is a crucial protein to maintain 

maternal tolerance for the fetus200. The secretion of HLA-G5 by MSCs was already shown to 

protect other cells from NK cell killing and to promote expansion of immune inhibitory Tregs137. 

Due to the efforts of many projects like Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), 

the de novo classification of potential secreted candidates or in general, genes associated with 

immune response in huge data sets like transcriptome analysis have become less work-

intensive. Thus, our microarray data can serve as a starting point to suggest new candidates for 

MSC immune inhibition. In conclusion, prolonged UC explant cultures did not mitigate the 

immune inhibitory ability of our cells. 

The UC as a microenvironment for MSC cultivation 

The interesting result of higher susceptibility of later induced MSC-EMs to inflammatory signals 

might play a minor role in our studies, as we were able to activate the cells with high cytokine 

concentrations. However, MSCs are mostly injected in animals or patients to migrate to an 

inflammatory site and to inhibit the immune system. A recent clinical study with MSCs as an 

intervention for rheumatoid arthritis could correlate responders with a transient increase of 

serum IFN-γ concentration, whereas IFN-γ levels of non-responders remained low201. If the 

transient increase in IFN-γ in the responder group was the cause for proper activation of MSCs, 

then the ability of MSCs to respond to lower cytokine levels would become therapeutically 

meaningful. In contrast to cytokines, which directly modulate the secretome of MSCs202, only a 

few studies were conducted to explain the susceptibility of MSCs to such signals. Gene ontology 

analysis of the deregulated genes between early and late induced cultures were mainly related 

to autophagy and the regulation of the cytoskeleton (Figure 6). 
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the master anti-autophagy transcription factor zinc finger with KRAB and SCAN domains 3 

(ZKSCAN3) in late induced MSC-EMs204. Interestingly, most autophagy related genes like 

autophagy related 2A cysteine peptidase (ATG2A), ATG2B, ATG5, ATG7, ATG9A, ATG9B, 

ATG12 and unc-51 like autophagy activating kinase 1 (ULK1) were down-regulated in late 

induced cultures. As most of the transcriptional genes are down-regulated in late culture, we 

assume an inhibition of autophagy in late induced cultures. However, autophagy is usually not 

analyzed on the transcriptional level203. During autophagy, the cytosolic microtubule-associated 

protein light chain 3 (LC3-I) is conjugated to phosphatidylethanolamine to form LC3-II. The ratio 

of LC3-I to LC3-II is usually quantified in western blot to measure autophagy. Future studies 

should include this experiment to clearly define the regulation of autophagy. 

Since our transcriptional data are difficult to interpret, comparison of reported autophagy effects 

with those we observed in our prolonged UC cultivation on MSC immune inhibition may help to 

elucidate the role of autophagy in our system. However, studies investigating the influence of 

autophagy on immune inhibition in MSCs are inconclusive. Dang and colleagues showed 

improved immune inhibition in an in vivo experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis model 

upon knockdown of the important autophagy mediator beclin 1 (Becn1) in murine MSCs and 

consequently reduced autophagy206. In contrast, Gao and colleagues showed an increased 

immune inhibitory capacity in MSCs after chemical induction of autophagy207. Both contradictory 

studies used proliferation of T-cells as the main readout. In Dang´s publication, the main effector 

molecule was Pge2, which increased upon autophagy inhibition. In Gao´s publication, TGF-β1 

was the main effector molecule, which was up-regulated upon autophagy activation. 

Surprisingly, both studies showed the same trend for TGF-β1, PTGS2 (PGE2) and IL10, but 

partially did not reach significance (n = 4 and unknown). Unfortunately, even though both studies 

analyzed the factors on the transcriptional level, only the best candidate on the protein level was 

investigated further in inhibitor experiments. As both studies used different mechanisms to 

influence autophagy in MSC, it is difficult to judge, whether different levels of autophagy might 

explain the contradictory results. 

Potential autophagy regulators in the UC piece 

Autophagy is a good candidate to explain different susceptibility of MSCs to inflammatory 

signals, but which mechanisms could potentially regulate autophagy in our system? As 

autophagy is a cellular reaction to metabolic stress, many factors could modulate autophagy in 

MSCs. Hyperglycemia was described to induce autophagy to avoid oxidative stress and 

senescence, which was accompanied by the up-regulation of BECN1, ATG5, ATG7 and 

ATG12208. In our microarray data, ATG5, ATG7 and ATG12 were down-regulated in later 
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induced MSC-EMs. As UC blood contains 50 – 142 mg/dL209 of glucose and our basic medium 

(MEMα, Gibco, #32561) contains 100 mg/dL, we are at comparable levels. However, we cannot 

exclude differential diffusion of glucose from cord blood and medium.  

Hypoxia was reported to increase autophagy in murine MSCs, which was correlated to an 

increase of Atg5 and Becn1 expression210,211. Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha (HIF1A) is up-

regulated upon hypoxia and is a main mediator of the hypoxic effects212. As HIF1A is down-

regulated in later induced MSC-EMs and our standard culture is at normoxic conditions (21%), 

we would expect an accumulation of oxygenic signaling over time in our cultures. However, 

hypoxia is usually associated with increased immune inhibition of MSCs213,214 and would argue 

against hypoxia as the explanation for the higher susceptibility of later induced MSCs to 

inflammatory signals. 

Potential influence of the UC extracellular matrix on MSC characteristics 

The UC is mostly composed of ECM21 and it is conceivable that this could be a major factor 

influencing MSC characteristics. The UC-ECM is mainly composed of collagen and 

fibronectin215,216.  Studies using ECM coated plates for MSC cultures are rare and most often 

analyze only the proliferation and differentiation potential. A decreased senescence, increased 

proliferation and maintained differentiation potential are usually reported for MSCs cultivated on 

ECM, like collagen216–218. Studies focusing on the immune modulation of MSCs upon cultivation 

on ECM are very rare. Somaiah and colleagues reported a decreased IL6 secretion of MSCs 

cultivated on ECM, but as they did not test the effect on immune cells, it could be only a sign for 

inhibited senescence reflected by decreased IL6 secretion (SASP)217. Rashedi and colleagues 

studied the effect of MSCs cultured in collagen patches in regard to cardiac regeneration218. 

They observed no effect on the inhibition of T-cells, but a decreased induction of immune 

inhibitory M2 macrophages, which would argue against an improved immune inhibition by 

cultivation of MSCs on collagen. 

Small proteins of the ECM are various proteoglycans mainly substituted with 

chondroitin/dermatan sulphate chains219. The predominant proteins are decorin (DCN) and 

biglycan (BGN). Both bind to many different receptors, but have opposing effects on TGF-β 

signaling. DCN220 inhibits and BGN221 stimulates receptors of the TGF-β superfamily. 

Interestingly, TGF-β signaling was shown to activate autophagy222, wnt223 and smoothened 

signaling224, which would explain most deregulated pathways observed for early and late 

induced MSC-EMs (Figure 6). BAMBI, which is up-regulated upon TGF-β signaling225 and 

mediates a negative feedback loop on TGF-β signaling170,171, is down-regulated in later induced 
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cultures in our microarray data, which argues for reduced TGF-β signaling in later induced 

cultures. In line with this assumption, GLI Family Zinc Finger 1 (Gli1) and Gli2, important 

mediators of smoothened signaling, were shown to be up-regulated by TGF-β in murine BM-

MSCs224 and are down-regulated in later induced MSC-EMs. TGF-β was shown to induce wnt 

signaling, but only by the promotion of β-catenin (CTNNB1) nuclear import and not by 

transcriptional regulation in MSCs223. Our data suggest involvement of wnt signaling, whereas 

we do not see a significant deregulation of CTNNB1. Even though TGF-β was described to 

activate autophagy by the transcriptional up-regulation of LC3-I (MAP1LC3A) and other 

genes222, we did not observe this in our transcriptome data. Furthermore, Plasminogen activator 

inhibitor-1 (SERPINE1) is one of the most often reported up-regulated genes upon TGF-β 

stimulation223,226,227, but is not significantly deregulated in our data set. The lack of deregulated 

TGF-β signaling associated genes in our data set might explain why we observed no significant 

overrepresentation of deregulated genes between early and late induced cultures in the gene 

ontology term for TGF-β signaling (GO:0007179). Consequently, factors that modulate but not 

exclusively TGF-β signaling could explain our observations. DCN as inhibitor for TGF-β signaling 

could explain the observations by accumulation and BGN as activator could explain the effect by 

a loss in the UC over time. As both bind to many different receptors and do not have their own 

gene ontology terms, we might not observe single deregulated signaling pathways. They were 

shown to be produced228,229 and to orchestrate TGF-β signaling in BM-MSCs230. However, DCN 

seems to be produced in very small229,231 and BGN in moderate amounts232 in monolayer culture 

by UC-MSCs. Interestingly, BM-MSCs increased and UC-MSCs slightly decreased BGN 

expression, when seeded in decellularized Wharton´s jelly compared with monolayer culture233. 

Thus, MSCs could be subjected to higher BGN signaling in monolayer culture compared to UC. 

Interestingly, both can inhibit the proliferation of MSCs231,234. Seeding MSCs in decellularized 

Wharton´s jelly leads to reduced proliferation of UC- and has no effects on BM-MSCs233. Slow 

cycling stem cells to prevent genetic damage and fast proliferating progeny to replenish lost cells 

are well-accepted in the HSC field235. Similar concepts could apply to cells in the UC-matrix as 

senescence inhibiting microenvironment. As discussed before, the theory of an MSC hierarchy is 

strengthened by our observation of highly polyclonal first and oligoclonal late induced MSC-EMs, 

which could be explained by short-lived progeny participating only once and long-lived 

progenitors periodically participating in the induction of MSC-EMs. To analyze whether 

proliferation inhibition in the UC is the main mechanism that preserves the cells, an inducible 

system with histone 2B (H2B) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) could by used236. H2B-GFP 

is expressed upon induction by doxycycline and consequently incorporated into the DNA.  If the 

induction signal is removed, no further incorporation takes place and the remaining H2B-GFP is 
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passively distributed among daughter cells. Thus, a gradual decrease of the GFP signals can be 

observed and quantified upon cell division. MSC progenitors in the UC could be marked by such 

a technique in the beginning of the culture and the gradual decrease of the GFP signal could be 

followed upon passaging, different induction time points or isolation of potential MSC progenitors 

from the UC. However, autophagy, proliferation rate, ECM and other cues have to be analyzed 

to confirm their potential role in the cell preserving microenvironment of the UC. 

Linkage of MSC to their progenitors in the UC 

With our clonal tracking studies, we followed the potential selection of MSC from common 

progenitors. This selection was dependent on the culture conditions used. Additionally, we 

observed recurrent participation of some progenitors in the induction of MSC-EMs for months. 

We believe that the barcodes represent a direct link to the MSCs in monolayer culture or 

potentially in mice and their progenitors in the UC. However, a potential connection between 

different progenitors and the functional characteristics of their progeny is still missing and is 

difficult to address with the current technology. The Morris lab combined clonal tracking with 

single-cell RNA transcriptomics for reprogramming of fibroblasts237. We envision a similar 

approach for future MSC studies. Upon integration of lentiviral vectors into the genome and 

transcription of the proviral DNA, the mRNA spans from the region behind the promoter to the 

polyA-signal in the 3´LTR (Figure 4). The genetic barcodes are part of the mRNA and are 

detectable by single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq). As a consequence, it would be possible 

to connect clonality studies with transcriptional status (Figure 7). Thus, we could select MSC 

clones by cytokine supplementation or identify clones that repetitively participate in MSC-EM 

induction. In a second step, singularized UCP might identify the progenitors by the barcodes and 

simultaneously be used to evaluate their transcriptome. This would allow us to answer important 

questions such as, why do clones from some progenitors grow better in certain culture 

conditions?  Which pathways are deregulated between MSC progenitors in the niche and the 

progeny on the plastic surface? Answers to these questions could help to prospectively isolate 

progenitors with the desired progeny. In a second step, these experiments might provide hints 

towards more natural expansion conditions in 2D cultures or even bioreactors to achieve higher 

cell numbers for cell therapy. Finally, these experiments could identify factors during the last 

steps of expansion to reduce the clonality to cultures that contain mostly or even only clones 

with desired characteristics. As a result, more cells with better capabilities could help more 

patients and reduce the variability of MSC cell therapy trials.  
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mechanism of TSCs supporting HSC engraftment, then we might be able to separate the 

desired HSC supportive effect from the undesired reduced proliferation of MSCs in TGF-β 

containing medium.  

Genetic engineering could improve the MSC pharmacokinetics in the patients. Despite the 

natural expression of many chemokine receptors on MSCs and attraction to many factors103,104, 

the overexpression of CXCR4, already the most often analyzed chemokine receptor on MSCs, 

could further increase the migration and the therapeutic effect of MSC240,241. Interestingly, Liao 

and colleagues overexpressed the selectin ligands P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 and Sialyl-

Lewisx to promote tethering and rolling of MSCs on endothelial cells as the first step of 

extravasation242. This modification led to an increased detection of MSCs in the spinal cord in an 

experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis mouse model after injection in the tail vein. 

Additionally, they further improve the therapeutic effect of MSCs  by overexpression of IL10 as 

an important immune inhibitory factor, which was not produced by their MSCs. As Liao and 

colleagues showed, MSCs inhibited the immune reaction in our in vivo MLR experiments, even 

though our cells did not produce IL10 either. Hence, the overexpression of IL10 or other missing 

factors might further improve the immune inhibitory effect of MSCs in future experiments.  

In our experiments, MSC-EMs from UC cultures maintained an immune inhibitory phenotype 

over an extended time period. Our improved UC transduction protocol could be exploited to 

retrieve genetically improved MSCs for months. In contrast to the transduction of each new 

MSC-EM, UC could be transduced once to yield gene-modified MSC cultures. This would allow 

a tremendous reduction in the amount of vector supernatant needed for these experiments. 

Especially in light of good manufacturing practices grade gene-modified MSCs, the production 

costs of highly purified and quality controlled vector supernatants are very expensive. However, 

the genetic modification of UCPs and the MSC progenitors with therapeutically active 

transgenes might have to be tightly balanced. As the stem cell preserving mechanisms in the UC 

are still elusive, we might potentially destroy the niche-like microenvironment in the UC by the 

constitutive overexpression of therapeutic factors. Additionally, MSCs are initially and mostly 

entrapped in the lung after intravenous injection90,92 and constitutive expression of some factors 

could potentially lead to adverse effects. At least in the case of therapeutic transgenes, the 

conditional expression at the place of destination would be desirable. Microenvironmentally 

induced expression of target genes by MSCs are most often used in the context of tumor 

therapy, as some of the therapeutic genes are toxic. The angiopoietin-1 receptor promoter243,244, 

Ccl5 promoter243 and TGF-responsive promoter245 are known to be activated in tumor 

microenvironments and were used to express therapeutic genes. The latter study used a Smad 
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binding element in combination with a minimal promoter to create an artificial TGF-responsive 

promoter245,246. Smad proteins are transcription factors that act downstream of TGF-signaling172 

and usually bind to specific consensus sequences. Since we use IFN-γ to activate MSCs, which 

is one of the most abundant pro-inflammatory signals247, we could utilize artificial IFN-γ 

responsive promoters to specifically induce transgene expression in an inflammatory 

microenvironment. The DNA motifs gamma-activated sequence (GAS) and IFN-stimulated 

response elements (ISRE) are well known IFN-γ responsive elements247 and were already 

shown to drive expression upon IFN-γ stimulation248. These motifs or promoters from activated 

genes upon IFN-γ and TNF-α treatment in our microarray analyses might convey an 

inflammatory induced transgene expression in MSCs. 

Overcoming donor variability by MSCs from immortalized cells 

We observed changes between early and late induced MSCs in our transcriptome analysis. 

Interestingly, the early induced culture of one donor showed a similar transcriptomic profile as 

the late induced cultures of all analyzed donors. Donor variability even among healthy 

individuals is a major problem for reproducibility134,140. On the one hand, each donor could be 

excessively analyzed for potency, but combined with the risk of contamination and all other 

analyses necessary to release a product, the time and financial investment for conventional BM 

or UC derived MSCs could become demanding. On the other hand, a pool of donors could 

compensate for variability among cell lots, but dependent on the abundance and impact of 

differences, large donor pools might be necessary. Furthermore, different batches will most likely 

contain cells with lower potency, and therefore reduce the overall therapeutic effect for all 

patients. Additionally, contaminations from single donors, such as infection or tumorigenic cells, 

can make whole batches unusable. The UC explant culture method increases the time to 

harvest and characterize cells and the differences between early and late induced cultures were 

minor. However, it would be surprising, if it would be possible to indefinitely harvest MSCs from 

UC. A possible solution for a constant source of therapeutically active MSCs might be the use of 

immortalized MSC lines, which are usually more stable regarding growth and 

functionality187,249,250.  

One possible source for MSCs from an immortalized line is the differentiation from induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)249. iPSC-derived MSCs were already applied in a clinical trial and 

showed promising results in the context of GVHD239. However, the protocol has to be refined, as 

not all symptoms were resolved by iPSC-derived MSCs and other applications might need 

tailored differentiation protocols to meet the specific needs. Another possibility to retrieve 
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functionally stable MSCs is the immortalization of MSCs by the overexpression of oncogenes 

such as telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT), which leads to growth for more than 250 

days187,250. Immortalized MSCs still differentiate187,251,252 and mediate their effects by the 

secretome187,250,252. Interestingly, immortalization seems to maintain the differences among 

initiating clones251. Hence, it would be possible to choose lines with advanced properties and 

subsequently improve the characteristics by genetic modification as discussed before. However, 

the most obvious drawback is the potential formation of tumors. Le and colleagues could not250 

and Bentzon and colleagues only sporadically observed engraftment of immortalized MSCs253. 

Most importantly, MSCs induced tumor formation was not observed250,252,253. However, a residual 

chance for tumor formation remains. In our studies, we could show that the application of MSC 

CM mediated an effect in different contexts. However, the injection of cells might be better for 

many treatment indicationsSince in most cases, improvement of symptoms is observed without 

engraftment of MSCs84–87, irradiation of the applied MSCs could prevent proliferation and 

consequently tumor growth in patients. Irradiation was already successfully applied for the 

malignant non-Hodgin´s lymphoma cell line NK92 in clinical trials254. Another possibility to 

prevent tumor formation is the usage of genetically introduced safety switches, which kill the 

cells upon treatment with the respective drugs255. One of the most prominent is the inducible 

caspase 9 (iCASP9) system, which dimerizes and consequently becomes active upon treatment 

with the drug AP1903. The activation of iCASP9 leads to the initiation of a cascade of caspases 

activation and the degradation of many cellular components leading to apopotis.  An additional 

advantage of this approach would be the possibility to remove the cells if acute adverse events 

occur255. Another potential risk of cell line derived MSCs is the rejection of the MSCs by the 

immune system in an allogeneic setting. As discussed in the introduction, MSCs are immune 

inhibitory and consequently efficiently evade the immune system.  However, a potential risk 

remains. The establishment of patient-specific cell lines could be an option, but it is very time 

and cost intensive256. Consequently, many institutions invest millions of dollars to establish large 

cell line banks to cover the majority of the population257. The main cell based mechanism for 

rejection is mediated by the recognition of HLA on the potential target cells by immune cells. The 

HLA molecules consist of several genes and a high allele variability256. T-cells are selected in the 

thymus to recognize self-HLA256. However, a proportion of T-cells is activated by mismatched 

HLA and leads to the depletion of the mismatched cells141. It is not possible to knockout the HLA, 

since HLA is an inhibitory signal for NK cells and prevents the depletion by NK cells136. An 

elegant method is to knock out the genes for HLA-A and HLA-B, but leave the gene for HLA-C 

intact258. The remaining HLA-C gene is sufficient to inhibit the cell lysis by NK cells, but the 
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missing HLA-A and HLA-B are enough to reduce the T-cell activation. Since HLA-A and HLA-B 

do not have to match, the amount of needed donors is highly reduced. 

The main problems arising from using cell-line-derived MSC are already under investigation in 

other fields and many promising approaches are already available. Hence, the advantage from 

cell lines as time for selection, characterization and genetic modification could be exploited to 

create a highly potent cell product with minimal risks. 
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Conclusion 

MSCs are isolated from virtually all vascularized tissues and an many beneficial properties were 

proposed. However, the clinical results did not meet the high expectation, because therapeutic 

effects were inconsistent even within a study, not to mention among studies with different culture 

protocols and different MSC tissue origins. MSCs derived from one clone are already 

heterogeneous. It is conceivable, first, to understand how heterogeneity develops within a 

culture to reduce variability within a study and in consecutive steps try to achieve reproducibility 

among studies. Thus, we employed stably integrating lentiviral vectors coding for fluorescent 

proteins and harboring a genetic barcode to analyze MSC clonality from cultivated UCPs, a 

frequently used MSC harvesting method for clinical trials. The removal of the blood vessel 

decreased the induction time and markedly increased the transduction efficiency of UCPs. 

Freshly induced MSC-EMs remained polyclonal and immune inhibitory for months, suggesting, 

in contrast to current clinical procedure, the application of MSC cultures beyond the first 

induction. Importantly, genetically modified MSC-EMs grew out for the whole analysis time. In 

contrast to the induction time point, the medium supplementation had a remarkable effect on 

most of the analyzed MSC characteristics. High concentrations of IFN-γ and TNF-α reliably 

activated MSCs and increased the expression of many cytokines. In contrast, TGF-β massively 

decreased the secretion of factors by MSCs, whereas increased the supportive effect of MSCs 

on the HSC engraftment.  

In conclusion, our results show that UC transduction and cultivation is a valuable model for the 

analysis of MSCs. UC transduction with lentiviral barcode vectors in combination with single cell 

analyses could address basic MSC biological processes, such as the constitution of the MSC 

niche and the influence of different signaling pathways (e.g. cytokines, ECM) on the specification 

of MSC characteristics. Findings could be employed to differentiate homogenous MSC 

populations from iPSC. Subsequently, microenvironmentally inducible promoters could prevent 

ectopic transgene expression in the body of the treated individual and reduce the chance for 

adverse events. Finally, transgenes could improve nearly every aspect of MSC application, such 

as in vitro support of other stem cells, migration and secretion of therapeutic genes to overcome 

natural limitations of MSCs. Thus, we achieve a homogenous, reproducible, fully tailored, highly 

potent and safe MSC product for patients. 
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Appendix 

Animal experiments 

Publication 1 

Animal experiments were approved by the supervising animal research review board at 

Hannover Medical School and the Lower Saxony State Office for Consumer Protection and Food 

Safety (16/2099). Mice were bred and housed in accordance with the institutional guidelines of 

the animal facility of the Hannover Medical School in a pathogen-free environment in individually 

ventilated cages. Mice (non-obese diabetic NOD.Cg-Rag1tm1Mom Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ) were 

intraperitoneally reconstituted with 7.5 × 106 Ficoll-purified human PBMCs in 300 µL phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS). The reconstitution was controlled after 14 days by flow cytometric 

analysis of the peripheral blood. Syngeneic (with respect to the reconstituted human immune 

system in the mice) and allogeneic PBMCs were cultivated for 18 h in MSC10 (aMEM+ 

GlutaMAXTM, 1% Penicilin/Streptomycin, 10% h AB-Serum) or conditioned media from activated 

early or late induced MSC-EMs. Conditioning was performed as described in “Cytokine analysis” 

with IFN-γ (25 ng/mL) and TNF-α (1 ng/mL). Syngeneic cells were marked with eFlour670 

(eBioscience) and allogeneic with CFSE (Invitrogen) and mixed according to the respective 

conditioned medium in a 1:1 ratio (5 × 105 cells), prior to intravenous injection into reconstituted 

mice (200 μL/mouse). The mice were sacrificed 5 days later by CO2 overdose and  the removal 

of the complete peripheral blood from the heart. Cells from the peripheral blood and spleen were 

analyzed by flow cytometry. 

Publication 2 

In our previous publication, we tried to obtain engraftable HSPC from a teratoma model, but we 

observed a poor quality of cells259.  To test whether we can promote engraftment be the choice 

of transplantation medium, we transplanted human primary HSPC in MSC conditioned media. 

Animal experiments were approved by the supervising animal research review board at 

Hannover Medical School and the Lower Saxony State Office for Consumer Protection and Food 

Safety (15/2013). Human cord blood was obtained from term deliveries (38–40 weeks) after 

written informed consent, as approved by Hannover Medical School ethics committee. Human 

CD34+ cells were isolated with Biocoll (Merck) and human CD34 MicroBead Kit (Miltenyi) 

according to the manufacturer's protocol. MSC-EMs were selected in either MSC10 or MSC10 + 

TGFB1. Selected cultures were washed with PBS and cultivated in MSC10 medium for 24 h to 

generate conditioned medium MSC10c (after MSC10 selection) or TSCc (after MSC10 + TGFB1 

selection), which was stored frozen at −20°C until further use (passages 5–8). Human CD34+ 
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cells were thawed and cultured for 18 h in either one of the conditioned media or StemSpan 

(STEMCELL Technologies) supplemented with 100 ng/mL KITLG (PeproTech) for 18 h. Cells 

were harvested by centrifugation (300 × g, 5 min) and resuspended in the respective media 

used for cultivation. We injected 2–4.5 × 104 cells/150 μL into the tail vein of non-irradiated 

NBSGW mice (NOD.Cg-KitW-41J Tyr+ Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/ThomJ). An aliquot of hCD34+ from the 

same donor was freshly thawed on the day of transplantation and injected with identical cell 

numbers in 150 μL of conditioned medium. Mice were sacrificed 12 weeks later by overdose of 

CO2 and the removal of the complete peripheral blood from the heart. Bone marrow and 

peripheral blood were stained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich), hCD45-FITC (BioLegend, catalog no. 

304006), mCD45-PerCP-Cy5.5 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 45-0452-82), hCD3-APC 

(BioLegend, catalog no. 317318), hCD19-PE (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 12-0198-42), 

hCD33-BV605 (BioLegend, catalog no. 366612), and the corresponding isotype controls.  
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List of Abbrevations 

aMEM Minimum Essential Medium Eagle - alpha modification 

AT Adipose tissue 

ATG1-12 Autophagy Related 1-12 

BAMBI BMP and activin membrane-bound inhibitor  

BECN1 Beclin 1 

BGN Biglycan 

BLOP Blood vessel cut open 

BLRV Blood vessel removed 

BM Bone marrow 

Bregs regulatory B-cells 

CBX Minimal ubiquitous chromatin opening element  

CCL2-22 CC chemokine ligand 2-22 

CCR1-7 CC chemokine receptor type 1-7 

CFU-F Fibroblast colony forming units  

CD1-271 Cluster of Differentiation 1-271 

CM Conditioned Medium 

COX1 & 2 Cyclooxigenase 1 & 2 

CTNNB1 Β-catenin 

CXCL8 & 12 C-X-C chemokine ligand 2 & 12 

CXCR2-7 C-X-C chemokine receptor type 2-7 

DC Dendritic cells 
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DCN Decorin 

dL deciliter 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

ECM Extracellular matrix 

EFS Elongation factor 1α short  

EGF Epidermal growth factor  

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay  

FGF2 Fibroblast growth factor 2  

GFP Green fluorescent protein  

GLI1 & 2 GLI Family Zinc Finger 1 & 2 

GVHD Graft versus host disease 

H2B Histone 2B  

HGF Hepatocyte growth factor 

HIF1A Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha  

HIV Human immunodeficiency virus  

HLA Human leukocyte antigen  

HSC Hematopoietic stem cell 

HSPC Hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells 

I.A. intraarterial 

IL1-17 Interleukin 1-17 

I.M. intramuscular 

I.P. intraperitoneal 
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I.T. intratumoral 

I.V. intravenous 

iCASP9 Inducible caspase 9  

IDO Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase  

IFN-γ Interferone gamma 

iPSC Induced pluripotent stem cells  

ISCT International Society for Cellular Therapy  

LC3/MAP1LC3A Microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B-light chain 3 

LGALS1 & 9 Galectin 1 & 9 

LPS Lipopolysaccharide 

LTR Long terminal repeats 

mg milligram 

MHC-I Major histocompatibility complex class I  

MICA MHC class I chain-related protein A 

mL milliliter 

MLR Mixed lymphocyte reaction assay 

MMP2 & 9 Matrix metalloproteinase 2 & 14 

MSC Mesenchymal stromal cell 

MSC10 aMEM + 10% human serum + 1% penicillin/streptomycin 

MSC-EM Mesenchymal stromal cell explant monolayer 

ng nanogram 

PBMCs Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
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PDGFRB Platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta  

PGE2 Prostaglandin E2  

PRE Posttranscriptional regulatory element 

PTGS2 Prostaglandin-Endoperoxide Synthase 2 

qPCR Quantitative polymerase chain reaction 

R Redundant 

RNA Ribonucleic acid 

SASP Senescence associated secretory phenotype 

SCF Stem cell factor 

scRNAseq single-cell RNA sequencing  

SERPINE1 Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 

SERPINE1 Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 

SIN Self-inactivating 

SOCS1 Suppressor of cytokine signaling 1  

TBX18 T-box 18 

TERT Telomerase reverse transcriptase  

TFEB Transcription factor EB  

TGF-β Transforming growth factor beta 1  

Th1 T helper cells 1 

Th17 T helper cells 17 

TNF-α tumor necrosis factor alpha 

Tregs regulatory T-cells 
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TSC TGF-β selected MSC 

U3 Unique 3’  

U5 Unique 5’  

UC Umbilical cord 

UCB Umbilical cord blood 

UCB Umbilical cord blood 

UCP Umbilical cord tissue piece 

ULBP1-3 UL16 binding protein 1-3  

ULK1 Unc-51 like autophagy activating kinase 1  

uPA Urokinase-type plasminogen activator 

VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor 

ZKSCAN3 Zinc finger with KRAB and SCAN domains 3  

αSMA Alpha smooth muscle actin  
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